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Editorial

Welcome to this, the Winter issue of Artspace.I

hope you find the contents as enjoyable to read

as it has been for me to edit the Journal. I should

perhaps explain that this issue has been organ-

ised in a slightly different way to previous num-

bers. There are now three categories: feature arti-

cles, exhibition reviews, and book reviews. ln the

next Arfspace there will also be a category which

will contain comments and letters from you our

readers. So we look forward to any material or

letters you wish to send. Please send all contribu-

tions to me at artspaceeditor@hotmail.co.uk or to

the reviews editor at d.phillips@abdab.com For

those who have my previous email address I

should draw attention to a new address which is

dedicated to Arfspace and to which submissions

and correspondence should be sent.

You will notice that there are extra colour pages in

this issue. This has enabled me to reproduce a

number of the works exhibited by our members at

the Summer Exhibition held at the School of Art. I

have also interspersed the contents with other
examples of works by LSA members, ln addition I

have incorporated coloured and black and white
photographs of the Show by Ray Spence (the

Official LSA chotographer).

An editor cf an established journal stands on the

shoulders of ^ s or her predecessors. Over the
years editors B ,ackson and Mick Rafferty have

set a high s:a^ia'C and worked with originality,

energy and su;;:ss :c put Arfspace on the map. I

do hope that ,ir-.ia:e will continue to attract the

same quality c'3-::a writing as in the past. lam
thinking, for exa-:: cf Pete McCarthy (see his

article'Not wav,^: :' :'cwning' in this issue) and

of Nick Smale. i :': ,,, :r Bill Jackson they leave

me with a challe^;: ,,,- 3h I hope, I and the con-

tributors will mee:

Jonathan Treadwell

Artspace is sponsored by Wanrickshire School of Arts and by TW Printing

Warwickshire School of Arts is a leading provider of visual arts and media courses boh '- =^ : : :l{ime.
All enquiries to the PnnctPal

lan Coates,
School ofArts and Design

Warwick New Road

Leamington SPa CV32 5JE

Tel:01926 318233

TW Printing

Aftspace is printed by using the latest digital copying technology, both in ;: cur and black and whl:: : -::: -om disc.

Call TW Printing for all your digital prinit3 reeds.

Unit 4b St Mary's Road,

Leamington Spa, CV31 1PP

Tel:01926 883757
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Ghairman's Report

This is the first issue of Artspace since our com-

bined LSA & AMA Summer Show closed in late

July. The Show went well, A convivial and suc-

cessful Private View was followed by a fortnight of
opening and a steady flow of visitors and pur-

chasers. Our exhibition was promoted widely, re-

ceiving good coverage in the local press. At

[3,500, sales offthe-wall were well over double

those of 2007 and there is reason to believe that
more have followed for some exhibitors. Sales

were, moreover, commission free. Four people

deserve special thanks. lan Coates, Head of the

School of Arts at Warwickshire College, gave us

the use of the College's wonderful top-lit space.

LSA values its association with the School and

hopes that it will continue in future years. Chloe

Johnson of the Museum and Art Gallery did a

wonderful a job in devising a hang that so suc-

cessfully accommodated the rich diversity of LSA

artists. Sponsorship by Andrew Evans of Dia-

mond lnteriors was crucial in helping us to meet

our running costs. Finally, we were all delighted
when Professor Nigel Thrift, Vice-Chancellor of
Warwick University generously agreed to open

the event.

Our Summer Show is one of three prongs for
promoting you, our members and is an estab-

lished feature of the local cultural calendar. The

second is LSA's web-site which, along with regu-

lar e-mail bulletins, provides intelligence about

opportunities and services. The third prong is
Aftspace which is under the new editorship of
Jonathan Treadwell. Artspace is the journal of
Leamington Studio Artists. One of its functions is
to provide news of LSA artists and to promote

them within the local community. However,

Aftspace also conveys news of the world beyond

the banks of the River Leam, Bill Jackson, our
previous editor, was successful because he saw

the need to report on national and international

developments. Arfspace is perhaps the space in

which the global meets the local. The neologism
glocalsprings to mind and it is not, I think, inap-
propriate as a way of capturing the achievements
of past editors. Your Committee is planning

events for 2009 including the next Summer Show.

We will be bringing proposals to the Annual Gen-

eral Meeting in February. Gerry Smith and his

team continue their work on corporate member-
ship and we believe that this will help to raise the
profile of LSA artists. ln addition, and as a new
initiative, your Committee has negotiated an

agreement with Chiltern Railways for a poster that
will promote LSA. I have agreed with Chiltern that
we run a competition to generate a poster that fits
with the Art Deco style of Leamington's newly re-

stored station. The competition will be open only
to LSA members. The winning poster will be dis-
played, without charge, at the Station and there
will be a prize of t150 for the winner.

Finally, I want to draw your attention to a problem.

The Committee works to create opportunities for
exhibition. However, securing opportunities and

ensuring that they are justly distributed amongst
members is a business that requires effort, or-
ganization and carefuljudgement. I have come to

the conclusion that it is not possible for the Com-
mittee to continue delivering events like the
Summer Show in the absence of an enlarged ex-
hibitions team. lf LSA is to respond effectively to
your needs then it is imperative that more volun-
teers come fonruard. Please contact either me,

our secretary Katharine Barker or Dave Lewis, if
you have any thoughts on the matter.

Gordon Fyfe
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A Brush with the Media

As an artist, you have to grab opportunities where

they arise. Quite often it's hard to recognise or

predict the outcome, but experience is a great

teacher.

One such opportunity came my way earlier this

year. One Friday afternoon in May I received a

phone call from a writer/editor urgently looking for

an artist to paint a Daily Minor reader who lives in

Warwickshire, either over the weekend or on the

Monday. There was to be a small fee for the artist

and fantastic exposure and publicity - the Minor

has a circulation of 1.5 million.

The idea was to paint the model in the same pose

and style of Brg Sue by Lucian Freud. That week

the Chelsea boss Roman Abramovich was re-

vealed as the t17.2million buyer of the nude

painting of Benefits Office worker Sue Tilley.

I took the agonising decision to have a go myself

(see back page) after having no luck contacting

an available experienced life painter. lt was all set

to go ahead on the Monday, as the model was

away for the weekend. After speaking to the

model I found out she could only pose for two

hours.

The public often have no concept of the time it

takes to create a work of art, nor in this case did

the writer/editor as apparently all the models were

posing for two hours (so she said). I insisted I

needed more time so the model then dropped out

leaving me to find my own model or drop out my-

self.

Luckily, through contacts, I found an experienced

model who was happy to pose for four hours in

her own home. ln preparation of the marathon

task ahead, I'd painted the background from pho-

tographs the night before. I had to finish it in

sprinting time, in contrast to the nine months it

took Freud to his paint his masterpiece. Also, in
order to bring my subject closer to the 20 stone
Big Sue, I needed to exaggerate all of her fea-

tures. I'd always admired Freud's painting of skin

texture on his unusual, often ugly, subjects, lt

wasn't easy to recreate that gritty look using just

the oil media I had to hand. I did my best and con-

tinued to tweak the painting at home in a mad
panic. One of the hardest decisions to make is
when to stop without ruining the whole thing.

The photographer was set to come and photo-

graph the painting but then I was told they needed

the model and artist in the photograph too. The

model wasn't too keen understandably, but we
had to or we wouldn't get paid!

Was all the stress of creating something worth-

while in the time constraints and being under-

valued as a professional artist worth this fantastic

exposure and publicity? Surely this could lead to
great things!

The reality was quite different. All that happened

was that I could add a Daily Mirror commission to

my CV, and having a few friends say "Hey Grace,

I saw you in the Mirror last week": I didn't even get

to keep the painting; only make some gicl6e prints

from it. Oh well - there's always the next time!

Grace Newman.
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Not Waving or Drowning
Peter McGarthy compares the work of four women artists at either end of the career divide

College of Art is a term so rare today, it's in danger

of extinction. When they were odginally conceived in

the'l9th century, they would often be sited near a

significant gallery or museum. Unlike the School of
the Art lnstitute of Chicago, the Royal College of Art

did not share the title of its companion institution,

the Victoria & Albert Museum, in spite of their prem-

ises being as closely linked. The college had in any
case the non-regal title of the Central Training

School of Art when it became part of the equally
non-regal, South Kensington Museum in 1857. The

thinking behind this policy of integration was clear

enough. lt was assumed, not unreasonably, that the

cultural aura of all those iconic artefacts and aes-

thetic wonders would find its way down the conidor
linking the two institutions and benignly influence

the students at their work. ln the past, the strategy
might have occasionally gone to plan but in the
post-pop and now post-digital eras, the assumption
behind this type of thinking seems more like wishful

thinking than wise planning. So few tears were shed
when the signiflcant but rarely exploited link be-

tween the two institutions was broken in 1992, when

the RCA's Fine Art course joined the design courses

at the far end of Exhibition Road.

There are, though, other compensations for being

where they are now, and it's not just the compara-

tively fresh air of Kensington Gardens. lt's some-

thing more tangible that's hidden amongst the
greenery in summer but visible from the RCA's

windows in winter. lt's the Serpentine Gallery. lt

doesn't have the rich collection of the V&A or the

space of Tate Modern, but there can be times
when this doesn't seem to matter. And this sum-

mer offered one such occasion - an exhibition of
exceptional work by the 89 year old Austrian art-

ist, Maria Lassnig. The exhibition, her first public

showing in Britain, would not have appealed to

everyone at the RCA. Her work is rooted in a tra-

dition of expressive handling that belongs to Mod-

ernism's distant past - an aesthetic framework

that might seem too remote for the present gen-

eration of students. But it impressed at least three
of the RCA's postgraduate image-makers, Cris-
tina Cojanu, Ruth Murray and Leonora Hamill,

whose finals exhibition coincided with the Serpen-
tine show. Their work too seemed to chime with

that of the older artist, even though their com-
bined age and therefore, one might assume, their
combined experience, doesn't yet equal that of
her current life-span.

The obvious connection is their interest in the fe-
male figure, represented singly in the work of all

three artists and occasionally in small groups or
huddles in Murray's work. But what this also re-
flects is a deeper connection, a belief in the po-

tential for a female agenda that in the case of the
two painters, Murray and Cojanu, flies in the face
of the dire warnings about the death of painting as

a viable medium of expression that were being
put about before they were born and have been
repeated ad nauseam ever since. They are all
persuasively articulate about the rationale behind
their different approaches to practice. Cristina
Cojanu talks simply but disarmingly about painting

as the habit of her "trained and agitated fingers"
that keep what she calls her addiction to paint on

track and drives it towards "its transformative con-
tingency" by moving away from "...a static visual
towards a performative tactile pictorial field." This
she explores through "bold colours and an indo-

lent opulence of marks" - a luscious phrase that
the paintings themselves fully justify.

Ruth Murray sees adolescence as "...an intense
force that is both fascinating and entertaining...an
uneasy mix of confidence and vulnerability" that
she tries to play out in her paintings. She hopes
"...t0 seduce the viewer with simple youth and

insidious beauty, but also leave a residue of be-

wilderment by hinting at darker, more
alien passions that dwell in adolescence." Leon-

ora Hamill uses a 16mm camera, mounted over-
head, to turn a body of water into a virtual picture

plane in which a naked figure struggles to stay
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afloat, not waving or drowning despite the clever
references to Stevie Smith, but engaging in what
she emphatically describes as ".,.an exploration

of female emotional identity through gesture and a
reminder of how restricted we are in conveying
real situations and inner states of mind."

I'll come back to their work later except to say that
there is an element of self-portraiture in all of
them, both direct and indirect, which is also the

case with Maria Lassnig whose most famous self-
portrait, painted in 2005, You or Me (Du Oder
/ch), accosted visitors at the entrance to the Ser-
pentine show. Accost is the wrong word but it's as
near as I can get to describing the shock this im-
age is able to deliver when seen in the flesh.
Flesh, though, is the right word, Her body is not
just exposed, it is in imminent danger of annihila-

tion. But so too, the painting unmistakably says,
are you, the spectator. There is as much a threat
in the two eyes as there is in the two guns she
holds. Their graphic simplicity lends urgency to
the challenge to our assumptions about the age-
ing female body that their angry, wide-eyed stare
represents, She means business and to prove it
she shows us everything she's got. Suddenly be-
ing there, being a spectator, being dressed even,
seems allwrong.

The uncompromising frankness of the image and

its forceful message is typical of Lassnig. Her

work is generated from within. She won't use pho-

tographs. She has said in an interview with Jorg
Heiser, (Frieze, 103, 2006), that she only wants to
paint what cannot be captured by the camera. lt's
an acknowledgement of the potential for expres-
sion that the gradual build-up of an image might

allow or even encourage. But perversely, the ac-

tion being described in You or Me seems tailor-
made for the camera. The theatricality of the ges-

ture, the awkward tilt of the body that extends
even down to her boldly exposed vulva, is the sort

of thing that a photograph could effortlessly con-

vey. But the speed of the camera and its superfi-

ciality disconcerts her. Francis Bacon's depend-

ence on photography is the one thing she doesn't
like about him. She considers him to be otherwise

a genius. lt's the word she uses in the interview

and its use reveals something important about

her.

She is a rare survivor from a generation of artists
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who didn't shy away from terminology that is now
largely confined to the art historical dustbin. lt
comes as a shock to realise that the Nazis were
occupying Austria when she was at college. The
status that their list of 'degenerate artists' enjoyed
in the rest of the world, beyond the confines of
Fascism, and even their very existence, were un-
known to her. lt says a lot for her that, already in
her thirties, she was able to respond emphatically
when she finally encountered the Expressionists
and Sunealists after the war. These were cathar-
tic times. The destruction in mainland Europe was
even more exheme than in Bdtain because of the
ravages and honors of carpet bombing and the
aftermath of invasion. The Academy of Fine Arts,
Vienna, where she studied, was itself badly dam-
aged. lt is not difficult to understand why in the
wake of these events, the emotional extremes of
Sunealism and Expressionism should have struck
a chord. The thrust, style, pace and energy of her
subsequent work, her use of heightened colours,
grotesque forms and the bittersweet flavour of her
observations on humanity are all in tune with the
characteristics of Expression ism.

They also avoid some of the formal indulgencies
of the second wave of Expressionists, the so-
called Neo-Expressionists of the 1980s. Her strat-
egy is less rhetorical and more direct than, for
example, that of Georg Baselitz, Her approach to
figuration is not moderated by the influence of
Abstract Expressionism in the way his can be.

There is no strategic formula like his reversed
orientation and no diversionary, self-referential
picture-building. The paint is thinly applied, made
to do its job energetically but in as practicable a
way as possible. Experience has taught her a
great deal about paint-handling. Her directness is
simple without being shallow. She manages to
achieve economy without compromising the en-
ergy of her approach,

Hospital (Krankenhaus), 2005, has all the hall-
marks of a neo-expressionist work - the rapid

brushwork, the abbreviated, almost casual style of
drawing, but it probably has twice the impact. The
clout of the painting is in the heatment of its sub-
ject-matter. Lassnig depicts one diapered body as

un-dignifyingly exposed even though the visual
grammar of the upper half of the painting might
lead us to expect otherwise, lt's an achingly sad
but funny, ugly but beautiful picture whose beauty



is not in its appearance but in its raw, graphic en-

ergy. Her snoring figures are perched on the edge

of death like gargoyles around a church tower.

But the impact of the painting is in the stark, exis-

tential bleakness of the work itself rather than its

narrative details, Lassnig has the authority,

gained through decades of experience, to pro-

duce such an emotionally charged image without

it seeming mawkish or sentimental.

After the rigours of Hospital, the painting, Se/f-

poftrait with Cooking Pot, (Selbstpoftrat mit

Kochtopt), 1995, might come across as mere

black humour. But we shouldn't be misled by its
air of clownish selfmockery, The cooking pot

reads like a helmet and the cloth a blindfold that

together evoke images of the blind leading the

blind, like the gassed 'gun fodder' of Flanders -

resonances that are only moderated by the hu-

mour of the work itself. We could also make

something of the paint-marks that dribble from a
slash of scarlet across her throat. But perhaps

that would be an inference too far, because the

meaning of her figurative work is usually more

emphatically stated. The full-length image of a

paedophile in Don Juan d'Austria, 2003 is typi-

cally brutal, lt prompts different treatment than it
would have done if it had been portraying him as,

say, the boss of some business concern, which

he might well be. This naked sex addict has a
huge belly, a small prick and an adolescent girl

wrapped around his middle. lt's a shocking image

that is painted with shocking directness, and was

painted incidentally long before Josef Fritzl's

abused victims emerged, blinking from their cellar.

Lassnig was told she couldn't paint by one typi-

cally tactless and, as things have turned out, fool-

ish American dealer. But we've been here before.

It's another example of work being judged accord-

ing to the wrong criteria. Her stark, rudimentary

style is right for the ideas she explores and might

well seem unacceptably crude without them. Her

work is also determined physically. Much is made

in the show's catalogue of her lying on the floor

next to the model she might be working from or

painting with her eyes closed in order, one as-

sumes, to experience the act of painting more

intensely and thereby produce more authentic

results.

There were echoes of this in Cristina Cojanu's

work across the road at the RCA. lt chimes with
her desire to take the canvas by surprise by com-
ing at it from the 'wrong' direction, in her case as
"a transfer of a bodily trace." Of the three younger

artists, she is the only one who was familiar with
Lassnig's work before it anived at the Serpentine,

But Cojanu's strategies are more indirect than

Lassnig's and her meanings more heavily en-

coded. She would, of course, have been subject

to different influences in her formative years than

the older artist, even though she also studied for
her first degree in Vienna. Lassnig's formative

influences came late, if you remember, from the
Expressionists and Surrealists - she even met
Andre Breton in Paris. The Modernist period of
the time might not have seemed as bewildering to
her then as ours might seem to us now. The goal-
posts would have shifted as one movement suc-

ceeded another, but at least there would have

been just one dominant style or approach to be

taken into account at any one time by artists with

avant-garde ambitions, or should that be, preten-

sions. There were band-wagons galore but there
were also individuals - Pollock, Johns, Stella, and

the like - who were capable of riding the ground-

swell of collective energy surrounding their ap-
proach. ln the cunent melting pot there is no such

succession of clearly defined movements repre-
senting a zeitgeist. Film, photography and installa-

tion may be enjoying a revival right now, but it

should be remembered that it is just that, a re-

vival, or more accurately, the proliferation and

digitisation of ways of making art that were well

advanced as art forms even in the 1970s.

As with any contemporary postgraduate student

with an interest in painting, Cojanu's influences

will be more scattered than they might have been

in modernist times, and also less hierarchical. So

the stylistic mix in the work shown here is more

diverse. There are echoes of early Peter Doig in
her colouration and her way of orchestrating her

imagery. But there is also, I can't help thinking, a
conespondence with Hockney's exploration of his

sexuality in his RCA years and Kitaj's forays into

culture. lt's significant that the early styles of
Hockney, Kitaj, and indeed Doig, developed be-

cause of their personal interest in eclectic mix-

tures of methods, ideas, sources, life-styles and

influences, and not through any allegiance to a

dominant movement. All three were acting as in-

dividuals, out of step with their times but inde-
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pendent enough to redefine their practice in ac-
cordance with personal interests. Now that being
out of step seems to be a necessary condition of
practice, and celebrity more of a goal than integ-

rity, their independence seems less remarkable,
But in the case of Hockney in particular, it came

across at the time as radical, youthful and refresh-
ing.

So, Cojanu's paintings, Dusty Rose That Grew
From Clumsy Roufes Around Your Heaft, 2008,
and Mal-Hatun, 2008, might not break new
ground but they are strikingly good - full of inven-
tion and with a mystery at their centre that's hard

to fathom. Their shallow space lends itself to the
graphic flattening of form that she seems to fa-
vour. There's scarcely a hint of modelling even in
the most cleady defined areas where the paint-

ings come into focus and the central figure
emerges. This is brought about by the use of em-
phatically drawn lines and an improvised printing

technique where boards and bits of rug do the
sort of job that screens and presses would nor-
mally do, The tamping of the canvas with these
rough tools reinforces the graphic feel of the work

by packing families of accidental marks into spe-
cific areas where their function becomes descrip-
tive. lt's a more teasing route to intensity, an

open, improvisatory method with no place for the
traditional clarities of representational modelling.

She is "...interested in retaining a tension be-

tween the immediacy of expression and the per-

fection and polishing of surfaces" and is

"...deliberately manhandling paintings and then
again handling them quite tenderly, transforming
memories of childhood from narrative structures

into visual structures." Her figures come across as

troubled fashion-victims with a penchant for boots,

only truly real within her memory and our imagina-

tions.

This is the other side of the coin to Lassnig's ap-
proach where the reality of her figures is more

baldly stated. Lassnig's figures are presented as

relatively realistic beings that are modelled in

paint and are either benignly or maliciously active.
ln some of the paintings I have concentrated on,

their presence is made more absolute by the ab-
sence of marks in any other part of the painting. A
loop of green might sometimes appear around a
figure but it will invariably end in mid-stroke, leav-

ing the rest of the canvas bare. Cojanu, in con-
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trast, does not model her forms or isolate them
from their backgrounds, she obeys, unconsciously
perhaps, a convention of late modernist painting
that Lassnig has always ignored - the distribution
of marks through shallow space to create pictorial
unity. lt's a nod in the direction of the holistic ap-
proach that eventually led to the tyranny of flat-
ness, ln Cojanu's hard-won images it is used for
healthier purposes, for dramatic emphasis and the
establishment of context, the meaning of which
has to be guessed at. Like many painters before
her, Cojanu, does not so much establish her fig-
ures, as encourage them to emerge from a com-
plex matrix of marks in which enigmas and mys-
teries remain as part of the magic.

There are similar references in Ruth Murray's
work to things going on behind the scenes that
the image itself might really only hint at. The clues
are there in her choice of ingredients but colour
plays an important role too. ln terms of drawing,
the photorealist conventions are rarely challenged
but the colours sometimes fly off at tangents, like
stroppy teenagers trying it on. Adolescence is in
fact her area of interest. "By using confrontational,
unspoiled women," she hopes to "...seduce the
viewer with simple youth and insidious beauty and
leave a residue of bewilderment by hinting at
darker, more alien passions that dwell in adoles-
cence." The painting, Sur /e Fil,2008, is a case in
point. The camera angle enlarges a girl's head,

already distorted by a pig-mask slung behind that
has "...obvious connotations of the common at-

tributes of vain adolescents, of greed and selfish-
ness",

It's an extremely successful image, clustered with

details that reinforce the mask's incongruity. lt is
ironic that the overt use of photography should
produce a sense of unease that differs from the
challenges of Lassnig's work, where, in spite of
her opposition to photography, the meaning is
more often stated as a known fact than an ir-
resolvable enigma. There are stronger echoes in

Murray's work of the dramatic set-ups that Paula
Rego often works from, but nothing as extreme or
angry as her abortion series where the girls are
represented as the victims of repressive laws and

traditions. Murray's subjects are in hansition
rather than extremis. She treats them as fellow

travellers - "l feel empathy with my subjects,
but as I drift in flux between mourning innocence



and aspiring for womanhood, my perspective is

becoming more removed. I sometimes notice
fleeting moments of seemingly unearthly qualities

in them, a curious magical power. I enjoy infusing

the familiar with eeriness, sometimes using do-
mestic spaces or nostalgic triggers associated

with an idealised, utopian childhood state".

For her RCA installation, / was much too far out
all my life, 2008, Leonora Hamill filmed the ac-

tress, Verity Hewlett, in extreme circumstances

that might seem to have more in common with

religious notions of redemption, spiritual ecstasy
and romantic ideas of death, than the confusions
and longings that Murray's adolescent characters
seem to be experiencing. But her work does in-

corporate elements of a childhood memory, of
being taken to see her mother's favourite painting,

Millais' Ophelia,1852. She had already made ret
erences to the image in an earlier work when she
came across Tom Hunter's photograph, The Way
Home,2000, from his series, Life and Death in
Hackney, in which the components of Millais'
masterpiece are faithfully transcribed to a murky
East End ditch. Hamill's stretch of water has that

same wretched colour that urban water-courses

invariably develop. The high angle of the camera
forces us to experience its grimy viscosity head-

on, with few redeeming features to communicate

the avowed idea of a redemptive state. The naked

body is therefore the sole vehicle for such an as-

sociation.

It is a strikingly simple but ambitious project that

has the actress turning in the water with an am-

bivalent action that fluctuates dangerously be-

tween immersion and submersion. lt reflects the

ambiguities at the heart of the title, the penulti-

mate line of Stevie Smith's poem, Not Waving But

Drowning. The overhead camera-angle turns the
projected image into a giant picture plane and the
naked, isolated figure into a compelling image of
exposed, shuggling womanhood. The saturation

of an undefined, nondescript stretch of water and

the continuous, almost languid movements of the
performer suspends the action in a state of quasi-

perpetual motion that "might trigger suggestions

of the purification and cleansing effect of wate/' or
"...the womb-like state one can retum to in water.

And of course with water as a source of danger,

maybe even death".

It is the most lyrical and possibly the most ab-
stract of the works we have considered. lt is cer-
tainly the most generalized in terms of its parame-

ters and its
effect. lt has something in common with Lassnig's
image, 3 Ways of Being,2004, where she repre-
sents her naked self three times in a similady
taken undefined space but with an air of self-
mockery that's to comic lengths terms of its mean-
ing. The general intentions of the artists are clear
enough but the details are often left in a deliber-
ately ambiguous state that gives them their edge
and depth, Their references might be drawn from
different sources but their content derives from
the irresolvable nature of the questions that each
work throws up. The only exception is Lassnig's
You or Me. Or so you would think. lt doesn't come
clearer than a pointing gun, it seems, but at the
painting's heart there lurks another and potentially

more difficult dilemma that might only be resolved
by the answer to yet another question - what
happens when the stand-off ends? We'll probably

never know.

Peter McCarthy
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It's convenient to begin with a cliche. ln January

2008, seven years after the death of my father, I

took a pencil sketch torn from an envelope in a
dusty box and wondered what it might be worth,

Six months later the drawing was sold at auction

and so its value was established. Or was it?

This is a true story that tries to make sense of a
trip into the commercial world of art. lt is about
how the drawing came to be in the box and the
process of its sale. The curiosities of the trip may

be normal in the art world. To an outsider they

were distinctly odd. Except for changes in one or

two names, everything happened as is described
here.

The Bajan background
Sometime during the English winter of 1998/9, my
sister Susan, a teacher in Barbados, got talking in

a bar to a visiting Englishman, who turned out to
be Damien Hirst. At some point he gave her a
pencil drawing, done on a page torn from his

sketch book.

It seems to have been a long session. At the time

Mr Hirst was a partner in The Pharmacy, a fash-

ionable restaurant in Notting Hill Gate. Gener-

ously, he seems to have been determined that my

father, a retired builder and decorator in his late

eighties, should dine there. On the back of the

drawing (a frontal representation of a cheerful,

naked, female figure, appropriately entitled
'FWOOOOOR') there is an explanation about who

to phone to get a 'Free Dinner for Dad'. The
handwriting, later described by the auctioneer's

expert as showing signs of drink having been

taken, is somewhat shaky. Both sides are signed

by Damien Hirst, as is an accompanying business

card from The Pharmacy, in similarly shaky script,

upping the offer to: 'Dinner for 2. Free meals for
ever.' (As it happens my father seems not to
have taken up the invitation.) Money never stayed

long with my sister, so, however much she valued

the drawing, she soon felt the need to see what it

would fetch, sending it to my father, in London,

sometime in mid-1999. The advice he got from
Bonham's was that, at best, she might get [100,
but that it could appreciate. He hung on to it and it
stayed in the box for the next eight years. Susan's
becoming seriously ill prompted me to think of the
picture as a source of funds for her possible

medical needs,

First contacts with an auctioneer
A quick telephone survey ruled out the most fa-
mous auction houses: too expensive and too re-
mote. I picked Bonham's (whose earlier advice
had probably led to the drawing remaining in the
UK, rather than returning to face the termites that
destroyed much else of my sister's possessions)

and Bloomsbury, the latter on the advice of John
and Heather from the White Room Gallery in

Leamington, who recalled that it had recently sold
similar works by the artist.

Bonham's were happy for my wife Sue and I to
call in anytime, but Bloomsbury prefened a fixed
appointment. So we scheduled Bonham's for
sometime in the aftemoon and ananged to meet
'Fenella' at Bloomsbury's at eleven, the earliest
possible with a cheap day return from Leamington
station.

Bloomsbury's auction room has an appropriately
intimidating location, just off New Bond Street,
and suitably superior receptionists, But our visit
coincided with a viewing day for a book sale, ln-
stead of effete art collectors the room seemed to
be full of fat middle-aged men in old clothes and

bicycle clips. Maybe most book collectors wear
pince-nez and tweed suits, but not that day at

Bloomsbury's,

Fenella's public school tones re-established my

stereotype, but she turned out not to have the
standing to go with the accent. Real authority lay
with 'Alasdair', who, despite our appointment, was
in a meeting. We had to wait while the picture
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went upstairs in the hope that he could find a

quiet moment to form an opinion. After 20 min-

utes of merging comfortably with the book collec-

tors (easier for me than Sue), we saw a cheerful
Fenella returning. "This is definitely for us: Alas-
dair thinks it might do very well".

Her suggestion was that Bloomsbury should hang

on to the picture in order to get Hirst's signature

externally verified. This surprised us. We had

assumed this was a matter of fine professional
judgement, built on years of dry sherry in the art

historical academy. But not according to Fenella:
"we'll send it to his company for verification" she
asserted.

We weren't keen to leave the picture indefinitely;

after all we still planned to go to Bonham's and we

were anxious to get a clearer idea of the likely
price. For this Alasdair needed a longer look, so
we insisted on an appointment for the afternoon.
Holding a receipt that provisionally valued the

drawing at somewhere between €3-5,000 we

headed off to Tate Modern,

The receptionists seemed a bit less confident
when we came back. Perhaps this should have

been a clue. No matter: when Alasdair himself
came down, his face suggested difficulties.

Could it be that a super-quick verification had

shown the signature to be false and that my sister

had been conned by a comedian with a good act?

"We have a problem" he said, hesitating, then
pointing to a half-inch biro mark, "Was this here

when you brought it in?" Clearly someone had

valued the drawing so much that they had used it
as a casual backing when writing, and their pen

had run overthe edge.

Auction houses aren't supposed to do this to

valuable art works. So Alasdair was clearly more

than a little anxious about our reaction and eager

to retrieve the situation.

'Restoration' was the first concern. "Of course

we'll get it restored" and the work would be "done

by Damien Hirst's own restore/'! Here was an-

other step into the surreal. Whatever its artistic
quality, the drawing is a quick sketch done in a
Bajan bar, That it had survived its first evening

without far worse than a biro mark was probably a

matter of luck. To us 'restoration' had seemed a
process applicable to the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel, not an A5 sheet torn from a sketch book.
But, if it would be done at no cost to us, fine. The
bigger mystery of what happens in the contempo-
rary studio that requires the artist to have his own
restorer was too much for us.

Alasdair, concerned to keep our custom, offered
to waive all normal charges if we agreed to sell

through Bloomsbury. Given a commission fee of
15%, plus incidental charges, we couldn't refuse.

So we gave up on Bonham's and discussion
turned to the picture, the possible sale price and
the process of sale,

Any need for confirmation of the picture's authen-
ticity had vanished. lts 'provenance'was shong.
The promise of free meals at The Pharmacy, per-
haps unusual in art historical circles, cleady rang
true. The words on the reverse of the picture and
on the business card told a good story and, even
better, they appeared to be in Damien's some-
what inebriated script. Alasdair told us that, whib
he might not be sure of the signature, the rest of
the story was unforgivable.

We were surprised though, now'provenance' had
been established, that the business card would
add nothing to the value of the picture. lt could be
worth something to a collector of artistic curios.
But it isn't an art object. On a drawing, Damien's
signature is all. On a business card it might fetch
f150. We decided it was more valuable as a
keepsake.

The other surprise was less comfortable. The
estimates of the morning had been revised,
downwards. We should get over f 1,000, but how
much more was less certain. The teasing pros-
pect of two Hirst enthusiasts in competition re-

mained a possibility: but our drawing was unlikely
to have the pulling power we had hoped. Why the
change from morning to afternoon? Maybe the
morning's figure was a device to catch our inter-
est; maybe it was an ill-considered guess. Per-
haps there's a process similar to a car dealer
needing time to check the Glass's Guide or
maybe the Damien futures market had nose-
dived.

We did learn that size matters a lot in art: a five-
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times bigger version of the same image had sold
for [42,000. What a pity Damien hadn't been car-

rying a bigger sketchbook. But all this was now

irrelevant. Commercial logic required attracting
punters, and if a low estimate would help, fine.

We agreed a reserve of f1,000 and left the pic-

ture for the sale in June.

Susan died in Barbados a few weeks before the

sale took place. Had we taken the right decisions

on her behalf? Should we have given up more

days for trips to London to visit other auctioneers?

Should we have treated Alasdai/s offer with more

scepticism? lt saved money but, by giving up its
percentage, would Bloomsbury be less motivated

to get the highest price, Who knows? Certainly

not us.

Moving towards the end-game
Around Easter this year Alasdair emailed to con-

firm the date of the drawing. Dad had noted the

date of his visit to Bonham's, so it couldn't be later

than mid-1999, Wonderful. Apparently Damien

had just sketched a shark for someone in the

crowd at the World Snooker Championships and

this person was talking of selling. However nice of
Damien to spread his largesse, too much of this

could damage the market. Fortunately our picture

was demonstrably 'old', so probably sheltered

from such vulgar competition.

Somehow, during the discussion about dates, the

reserve on our drawing went up to t1500. How it
was decided (maybe a hint from Alasdair?), I'm

not sure. I don't even know why it came up. Like

so much of the whole business it felt like playing a

fruit machine in the dark, And I never play fruit

machines because the house always wins,

Then the sale catalogue arrived. A whole bundle

of Warhol's, the odd Picasso, plenty of people

we'd never heard of, one picture in solid black

relieved only by a Tippex signature, a tasty Tracy

Emin in the bath and a satisfactory collection of
three Damien's. Overall a good representation of

our impression of contemporary art some won-

derful, some fascinating (if not always the stuff
you'd want to hang on your walls) and quite a lot

of the remainder simply uninteresting. But the

guide prices suggested that a lot of money would

change hands.

The sale
Somehow the auction got caught up in the gen-

eral celebrations of our silver wedding. We were
five (Sue, me, our son, my brother and his wife)
and we'd shared a good, fairly alcoholic, lunch
beforehand. Maybe all auctions attract tipsy trip-
pers. Who knows, but it seemed a bit odd that
about 20% of the initial audience were members
of the French family.

The room was not quite as expected. Our draw-
ing was nowhere to be seen, eventually emerging
from a cupboard behind the auctioneer's stand.
Pictures were stacked haphazardly against the
wall, although most proved to be waiting for the
next show. Of those on display, some looked bet-
ter than in the catalogue, others a lot worse. Bits

of 3-D work stood around, prompting jumbled

thoughts. 'Why should anyone pay loads of
money for a bronze representation of an object
from a Dali picture? Don't kids do that at GCSE
(even if they can't afford bronze)?' 'That's a nice
table: pity about the thing on it.' 'Should we have
had the Damien framed? At least it might then
have been hung on the wall.' 'Why does this
room need so many smoke detectors?'

When the sale started the auctioneer cleady
sussed us as tourists. Although we were right in

front, his eyes never once rested on us during the
bidding. No worries then about an accidental
twitch producing an unaffordable Picasso.

The auction met only some of our naive expecta-
tions.There were five auctionee/s staff loudly tak-
ing telephone bids from absentee punters and two
more working online, But where was the proces-

sion of men in brown warehouse coats displaying

the precious objects. Perhaps this went out with
post-impressionism, or maybe they only do it for
television.

There certainly was a buzz: real, often unlikely-
seeming, people were bidding thousands of
pounds and presumably coughing up the cash

before leaving. ltems sold very fast, at well under

a minute each. But speed wasn't a surprise to the

insiders: new people continually anived just in

time to bid for their favourite lot. (What were they

doing beforehand that made their time so pre-

cious? Sprinting from a sale at Sotheby's? Shel-

tering in a doorway while phoning their agent in
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New York? Cufting a deal in the city? Finishing a
pint in a pub round the corner? Acquiring the daily
crack ration?)

As the sale moved on it became evident that
guide prices were often too high, or maybe the

right punters had not come along. Most items

didn't reach the bottom of the estimated range

and only three went over the top. lf some failed to
make their reserve, this wasn't evident. (Blooms-

bury retains the right to bid on behalf of the seller.
Maybe insiders see through this. We couldn't.)

One of the other Damiens did well and the Tracy

was miles over the top. The Tippex signature
fetched t800, below its t1,000-t1,500 estimate.
And the smoke detectors turned out to be a set of
ceiling-based metronomes that someone thought
was worth t26,000.

Our drawing was near the end. Bidding was

briefly brisk, but it only just sneaked over the bar

of our reserve price, ending at t1700. At least it
got there.

Reflections
So what to make of all this? Starting as ignorant

outsiders, we played our role to the full. We gath-

ered experience, but ended as ignorant as we

began. How much more the insiders knew re-

mains an open question, Some punters thought

they knew enough to invest a lot of money, but to

an outsider, the inaccurate optimism of the price

forecasts was telling. The art business is all about

money, but individual assessments of cash value

seem haphazard.

We think we know a lot of money was paid, but

maybe it wasn't. lf the final bids are added up,

[1,159,800 changed hands in just over an hour,

but how many items weren't really sold? The

lower price guide for our drawing was in fact its
reserve price; if all the others had followed the

same practice, then less than t100,000 was really

spent. Clearly this is absurd. The lady on the

end of my row surely wasn't an auctioneer's

stooge: only a professional actor could have simu-

lated the genuine pleasure she showed on snap-
ping up a bargain Warhol at t2,500 less than the

bottom guide price. But what about all the others?

We were there, but what had actually happened?

Are we any nearer knowing what our Damien is

really worth, or even if this conception makes any
sense? Not at all. lt could be re-sold tomonow for
t17,000 or t170 and either figure would be

equally meaningful.

Who ends up in credit? My sister's daughter, also
a school teacher in Barbados, will find the money
very useful. We had a good day out, dinner was
even better than lunch, and we've lived through a
good story. Thanks, Damien, for giving Susan the
drawing and, even more, for signing it. Pity Dad

missed the meal, but you can't have everything.

One last thought no-one, at any time, raised the
question of whether our Damien, or anything else
in the sale, by Picasso, Warhol, or even the man
who signed his name in Tippex, was really any
good. But that, as I should have realised from
the start, simply isn't their business.

David French E Susan Bud
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Victorian wood engraving of Mona Lisa @ Gordon Fyfe.

Leonardo da Vinci's 'Mona Lisa' is the most fa-

mous painting in the Western world. Judging it on

its appearance alone people often wonder why.

Such universal iconic status, however, is never

the product of aesthetics alone. lt is various wider

contexts which have promoted the picture to such

fame. lnitial context: da Vinci and 'intention'. ln
1503 da Vinci began painting the Mona Lisa, Va-

sari states that he carries on working on it for four

further years, and implies it was left unfinished, lts

unfinished state is disputable, but the possibility

adds weight to its general position within the

framework of Da Vinci's aims.For da Vinci it was

one piece of his broader fascination with the phe-

nomenon of life, Da Vinci is the embodiment

of the stereotypical view of the Renaissance gen-

ius as a man obsessed with the advancement of
the human mind through an expansion of our

knowledge and awareness of every facet of life.

Painting was merely one aspect of this study,
amongst literature, music science, astronomy and

engineering. ln the limited number of paintings

made by da Vinci a chief fascination seems to be

the deconstructing of vision. da Vinci seems inter-
ested in recording objects in paint as the eye re-
cords them on the retina. For him an object was

the collection of light gathered together. The soft
edges of the Mona Lisa attest to this notion of
images as merely shadows of objects, the result

of light hitting the object in space and then trans-
ferring into image be the light being re-gathered

onto a flat surface. The warm glow of the Mona
Lisa also supports the notion of painting as a de-
vice through which da Vinci could challenge the
nature of light and image making. lf we believe
these to be da Vinci's intentions then we can pro-
ject such notions onto the original incarnation of
the image. Save damage, vandalism and the age-
ing of time the painting itself has remained physi-

cal similar. Yet our reading of it has shifted, nu-

merous times. The first significant shift happened

within 100 years. From this point on it is no longer

da Vinci's Mona Lisa.

Giorgio Vasari: idealism and bastardisation
Vasari is the first, and a great, art historian. Unfor-

tunately such a status has allowed him to have

too autocratic a role in the history of painting. His

seminal text, Lives of the Artisfs, chronicles the

Italian Renaissance in three stages, lt is an in-

credible record of the times, yet it is not a text

which we should take as gospel truth. lts con-

struction, like any, is biased, and the History it

creates therefore artificial. lt splits the Renais-

sance into three clearly definable stages, and

suggests a chronological rise towards absolute

end goals. The arrival at the final fulfilment of
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these goals is reached in Central ltaly in the 16th

Century. This is conveniently at the same time
(and location) as Vasari was painting, running an

art school and during the career of Michelangelo;
for whom he was the chief apologist. This was a
brilliant marketing strategy. lf we judge the art by
Vasari's rules then his account rings true. These
rules were; truth to nature, selection of the finest
parts, the collection of figures in space to depict
moral narratives and painting as a window onto

another world. For Vasari design, as a masculine
and intellectual quality, was the key ingredient of
such a repertoire. Yet this is presuming that all

artists discussed desired the total fulfilment of
these goals. The Venetian's (Titian ef a/.) gave
paint itself a greater primacy. The early and mid-
Renaissance artists were not so much incapable
of creating deep perspectival stages but delighted
in the ordering of form across the surface as

much as through it. I digress. What is key to real-
ise is where da Vinci sits in Vasari's account.

Vasari heralds da Vinci as one of the key figures
in the third, and greatest, stage of the Renais-
sance, perhaps only just behind Michelangelo. I

am not suggesting history is totally false, there is
plenty in da Vinci's work to justify such celebration
by Vasari. What I am suggesting is that da Vinci's
work, and thus the Mona Lisa, is shifted in its
meaning by the role played by Vasari. Vasari's

celebration of da Vinci means we begin to judge

his work by the rules laid down by Vasari. These

are rules which have survived as measuring tools
in much, perhaps most, literature which follows.
Yet when we analyse such a correlation in any

detail it seems an uncomfortable fit. Vasari cele-
brated solid line as the foundation of great art. Da

Vinci seemed keen to focus on soft lines, seeing

objects as culminations of light, not forms ideal-

ised into solid shape by the god like mind of a
genius. lt is a different belief system in the pro-
gression of representation.

Da Vinci's Millanese ways of seeing perhaps link

more closely to the ideals of Venice than those of
Vasari and Michelangelo. The impact of Vasari's

account is vast. The painters of the Renaissance

were great enough to survive through history with

or without him. Yet with him the structure of our

memories is more firmly defined the shape of his-

tory more rigid. Da Vinci's work is no longer read

entirely on what is seen but through the eye of

history tinted by Vasari. lt does not matter if we
have never heard of him. His ideas have helped
clearly define canonical ideals which have filtered
into our general understanding and analysis of
such work. The Mona Lisa thus becomes misread
as fitting too clearly into this picture.

Napoleon and repatriation
There is certainly an active history for the Mona
Lisa between its creation and the opening of the
Louvre; yet it is that moment which I see as the
next significant shift in its reading. Louis XIV had
already brought the Mona Lisa to France and had
it housed in the Palace of Versailles. Yet the sig-
nificance of its geographic location came with the
rise of Napoloeon l. After the Revolution Napo-
leon had the Mona Lisa moved to the Louvre. The
regal building had been hansformed into the first
major art Museum opened to the public. lt was a
symbol of the French empire. lts collection was
the cultural identity of French imperial civilisation.
Housed in the Louvre were objects purchased,
gathered and stolen from around the world, often
as a by product of their imperial expansion. The
Mona Lisa would prove to be the jewel in the
crown; a symbol of the high point of the ltalian
Renaissance. lts removal to France transformed it
from a signifier of ltalian creative heritage to a
reference of French cultural dominance. Posi-
tioned at high point in a museum it was hung to
mirror a Vasarian narrative. Sat at the peak it

represents the rise to power of representation. lt
was exhibited in such a way as to imply that the
French Academicians who followed were an inevi-
table continuation of such perfection, lt is a story
told through the gaze of French imperial power.

Myth and fame: symbolism to lhe da Vinci
Code
By being housed in the Louvre, as the star attrac-
tion, the Mona Lisa attracted the sheer weight of
numbers to create an iconic status. Responses to
objects are as important as the object itself in
form its status and meaning. By its sheer location
the work ensured it had a weight of responses to

out bid its rivals for lasting fame. lt was during the

mid 19th century that creative people started to be

drawn to the Mona Lisa as an image to respond
too, The symbolist movement saw the Mona Lisa

as a figure full of mystique, a notion supported by

the enigmatic smile as well as the paintings own
history. lt started to take on magical and legen-
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dary status,

The theft of the work in 1911 was at first seen as

an attack on tradition. Picasso and Apollinaire

were suspected. Not surprising considering the

later had publicly expressed his desire for the

painting to be burnt. Eventually it was revealed

that it was an ltalian employee of the Louvre, Vin-

cenzo Peruggia. He had wanted to have the

worked re-housed in ltaly. Despite his failed at-

tempt the act added a new anecdote to the picture

and thus another level of history to further ag-

grandise its status.

For Duchamp the image was a perfect vehicle for
his Dada protests against tradition. Keen to attack

tradition and convention Duchamp wanted to

celebrate the inational and illogical. Adding a fake

moustache to a copy of the painting was a simple

but effective subversion and parody of the image.

Less political and intellectual puns have continued

to be made. lf you google the image you come

across numerous humorous versions; from Lisa

Simpson as the Mona Lisa to Banksy's version of
the Mona Lisa holding a rocket launcher. The

iconic status of the image as a part of Western

heritage is confirmed by its role in blockbuster

books and films such as Dan Brown's, The da

Vinci Code. The mass selling book and multi mil-

lion pound grossing film take the image as the

central selling point of their franchise, Regardless

of its meaning, it brings a certain weight or pres-

tige and fame to the brand. This process of quota-

tion and commentary alters our vision. lt makes

the Mona Lisa part of our very cultural fabric. lt
becomes a more detached, generalised, vague

symbol of the values we consider as history and

of the attainments of the masters attain too. lt is
Vasari's dochine filtered and modernised through

the gaze of repetition. She has become a highly

diverse actress in our cultural theatre. An empty

vessel in the Louvre.

The most pressing incarnation of the Mona Lisa

exists in the viewing of the work in its current loca-

tion in the Louvre. The above readings seem to

have become quieter, a far more depressing and

empty noise has deafened the silence of the

painting. Consider the mechanics of its current

display. lt has been given its own free standing,

high rise wall in the middle of a room. lt sits be-

hind
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a bullet proof sheet of glass. Beyond this is an

altarpiece like banier and the obligatory guards.

They stand like the bodyguards of some vacuous,

superficial celebrity. This is exactly what the Mona

Lisa has become. Behind this banier are ropes for
us to queue within, lining up like sheep for a few
seconds of admiration of a secularised goddess;

her iconic power drawing us in like moths to light

or flies to shit.

Beyond the room is the paraphernalia that sur-

rounds the modernisation of the Louvre; where

the museum has moved conspicuously towards

entertainment over value. ln the shop and all

around there is a plethora of Mona Lisa related

merchandise, pens, notepads, t-shirts, posters,

fridge Lisa magnets etc. etc. ls this the purest

form of Kitsch? The work has become nothing

more than the celebratory figure head of a busi-

ness, merely a part of commerce. The irony is that
its celebration leads to a total emptying of original
meaning, That which got it to the heights is that
which is lost. lt's
like equivalent of celebrating reaching the top of a
mountain by being pushed over the edge. ln this

cunent geographic and cultural context it has be-

come a vacuous symbol of a capitalist societies
need to consume and devour empty and quick

experiences. The very mechanics of its presenta-

tion control the semantics of this new dimension

of meaning. lt is very hard to get beyond or tran-

scend this. Thus it is possible to account for the

fame and iconic status of the image. lt is cele-

brated for numerous reasons which have shifted

through history; each added a layer of weight and

permanence. The irony is that such multiple refill-

ing of the vessel has led to its eventual emptying.

Tom de Freston



Pete McCadhyClive Sheidan

Summer Show Private view photograph by Ray Spence
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It mignt seem odd to exhibit a giant with a pygmy

or pose Goliath with David. No, this is not what

this exhibition is about at all, unless you think so.

It provides an opportunity of seeing work by artists

who have a certain affinity, and who had some

sort of friendship. At least OK wrote to JY in 1956,

urging him at the age of 85, to get out of his sick
bed and start to paint again. There is a letter

shown to prove it. Alas, he died a year later. Here
on view are a few exceptional paintings by a giant

of European 20th Century Art in the person of
Oscar Kokoschka (1886-1980), whose reputation

and achievement is part of the Canon.

The sub-title of OK's part of the exhibition is 'Exib
and New Home' and it fits into the growing trend,

evident in smaller galleries, of presenting part of
an artist's oeuvre. Compton Verney has done this

successfully several times. lt is as if a spotlight is
focused on certain critical works at a particular

stage in the artist's development. Here the range
is from 1934 to 1967 and the show is organised in

association with the Albertina, Vienna.

An outstanding work is 'London, Tower Bridge 2,

1963', which offers a panoramic view of the

Thames and the surrounding architecture. The
painting seems remarkably alive and captures the

scene, with strokes, splashes, rubbings, smear-

ing, impasto and variegated heightened colour.

An aerial perspective is incorporated so your eye

is taken into the distance and caressed with sur-
prise. There is warmth in the scene, a sense of
place, and a cherishing of history. lt is often ar-
gued that photography has taken centre stage in

the world of contemporary art. There seems some

truth to the assertion when one views the current

Turner Prize contenders where film and photog-

raphy predominate. Yet, here at least, in
Kokoschka's work one appreciates the tactile
quality of paint, the fragmentation of form, the co-

ordination of hand and mind giving one an enor-

mous sense of life and vitality. ln essence though,

it has the character of a view, seen through the
sensibility of a mid-European Expressionist artist,
whose colour sense always seems to be one note
higher than the norm.

Of course, he was a larger than life character.
Had he not been born Austrian in 1886; active in
Vienna when it was in ferment in the 1910s; fa-
mous for his early 'psychological portraits' and for
having a huge doll which he carried everywhere;
the pupil of Klimt; the heir to Van Gogh; lover of
Alma Mahler (widow of the composer); severely
wounded in the 1st World War; opponent to Hitler
and Fascism; a designated 'degenerate artist' of
the '37 exhibition; a promoter of charities for chil-
dren; Czech citizen; a playwright and scenic de-
signer; who was to catch the last plane from Pra-
gue in 1938 to anive penniless in Britain?

With all this in mind 'The Red Egg, 1940-4f is
worthy of attention, complete as it is with a politi-
cal message. The allegory relates to the carving
up of Czechoslovakia with the cracked egg sym-
bolising Easter, the timing of the German inva-
sion. The personae include Hitler, Mussolini, and

the British Lion among others. lt's thought he

turned to Gillray and Hogarth for inspiration, ex-
amples of whose work is on view. Extending his

allegorical work there are paintings concerned
with classical myth, Shakespeare and the Circus,
with much graphic work in evidence. lt was this
which was to preoccupy him for much of his later
career.

There are also views of Polperro, scenes from the
Scottish and Welsh coasts that typify his urge to
travel and record. He became a British citizen in

1947, (a CBE in 1949), in order to do so. This
nomadic existence came to an end in 1953 when
he settled in Swi2erland, at the age of 67. He had

another 27 years to consolidate his reputation to
become of the 'greats' of 20th century painting,

dying at the age of 94, outliving Picasso 1973,

(92), but outlived by Chagall 1985, (98). There is
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enough work here for you to make a judgement

as to the nature of his greatness, if any. ln my
view there are a few anesting works such as have
been mentioned, and much activity of a pictorial

nature which becomes a commifted artist, seeking
to capture the vivacity of his youthful inspiration,
keep busy and pay the bills.

So what of Jack Yeats (1871-1957), the other art-
ist in the exhibition, brother of the famous poet,

somewhat reticent in public but a playwright, poet,

novelist, illustrator, and scenic designer too, and

like Ok, with an autobiography thrown in for good

measure? Here the emphasis is on the 'Circus

and the Travelling Fair', and there are about a
dozen works in oil, (which he started to use in his
early 40s), on view (of the odd 1000 he pro-

duced), from 1910 through to 1948. They are
generally smaller than OK's work but have the
same impasto quality, the same imprecision, the
same search for meaning, but the colour can al-
ternate from high key to the more subdued. The
exhibition was organised in collaboration with the
National Gallery of lreland, Dublin.

Whether it is the 'The Singing Clown' 1936, 'The

Barrel Man' 1912, 'The Circus Chariot' 1910 and

many other scenes from this way of life, all the
work seems to be underscored by a nostalgic
melancholy, Whether he depicts the interior of the
big top with many figures, or a clown after a per-

formance, all the paintings seem touched with

world weariness. 'The Circus Wagon'1912, where

ten horses in line draw a carriage, (barely seen),
at dusk under a lowering sky, with a view of a
church and tower, has a mystery and a power.
'The Singing Clown' 1928 has a pitiful expression

but whatever the subject, the colour is such that

the effect is often created through tonal contrasts.

There is a consistency and coherence to be found
here in these paintings, and a sad lamenting

voice. lt is this factor which no doubt is the reason

for orthodox opinion to proclaim Yeats as the
great lrish painter of the 20th century. Although

the paintings doff their cap at Ensor and Munch,

and with their impasto drawing pay reverence to
Expressionism. Kokoschka, among other artists,
recognised their intensity and integrity.

The curators of Compton Verney have followed

up the exhibition with lectures on both artists by

outstanding scholars. What I found more surpris-
ing was a screening of the amazing and notorious
film, 'Freaks,' 1932 by Tod Browning. I ask you! ls
this a reference to the subject matter of the artists
exhibiting or an indirect one pointing at artists
themselves? Had not Watteau, Degas, Lautrec,
Picasso, and Rouault, among others painted as-
pects of Circus life? lt could be, as Colin Wilson
has argued, artists are outsiders, driven by com-
pulsion, with a strong tradition of individuality. But
freaks might be taking it too far! Yet there does
seem to be something freakish about the art mar-
ket at the moment, both in terms of subject matter
and antics! No, Yeats was obsessed by Circus
people from an early age, and his representation
covered all aspects, and the film confirms his
passion for this irregular, disenfranchised frater-
nity with which he so much identified.

The galleries at Compton Verney are spacious
with appropriate d6cor, and in addition there are
courteous staff and magnificent grounds. lt is a
shame, in the circumstances, that the cost of en-
try is such, that people of limited means, who
might wish to go, find it too expensive, thus con-
fining access to the better off. lf the entrance fees
were reduced to circa t5.00 to t3.00 per person,

surely there would be many more takers? But
would the books balance? The moral of the tale is
that, if you can afford it, this exhibition is worth
going to see!

Dave Phillips
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Rothko-Seagram Murals

From the end of Sepfember 2008 Tate Modern is
staging a retrospective of Mark Rothko's work.

Whilst the gathering together of the Modern mas-
ters work will be of great interest, it will be a sur-
prise if any one piece can have quite the same
impact as the Rothko installation which is already
a star collection of the Tate permanent collection.
As a fasfer of what the retrospective will offer, this
piece deconsfructs the power of fhese works.

lnside those rich red canvases lies something
which the institution of formalism denies. Through
a brief phenomenological investigation I am going

to attempt to uncover what I think it is.

Rothko pushes, pulls, spreads and pours layers of
paint over large canvases. We then view these
works fully aware that in essence all we see is

paint across a surface. Yet within these specific
processes there is something which not only
moves us but seems to resonate with metaphysi-
cal potential. Why? When we enter the room we
break away from the hive and bustle of the rest of
the gallery and the in general. The low lighting
and the sculptural seats have the feeling of a
secularised vestibule. Our cultural awareness of
convention and etiquette ensures we echo this
solitude, our voice goes lower our pace gets

slower. Already we have been tricked into a cer-
tain kind of viewing. When we approach each
canvas we are taken over by there scale. Beyond
the physical size of the works there is a sense of
epic scale alluded to throughout. This is gener-

ated by the manipulation and interaction of vari-
ous surfaces and colours. Multiple veils of paint

have been layered up to create soft edged rec-
tangles. We are left unsure what sits on, within or

behind what. The colour adds to the confusion.
Reds pour forwards at us, drowning our eyes. The
dark plumy blues look to sit back, inviting us in
like a bottomless sea. Within this interaction is

another variable between gloss and matt layers.

The matt paint sits across the canvas, confronting
us and presenting itself to our eyes. The glossy
paint seems to reach backwards or forwards, not
allowing us to settle on its surface. He is able to
make paint appear so heavy yet so light, from
mere atmosphere to fatty and congealing gunk.
The relationship between all these parts is cru-
cially subtle. What is creating is a dynamic be-
tween binary oppositions. One moment the rec-
tangles are a window, opening up infinitely deep
spaces for us to reach and then fall into. Deep
perspective holes to nowhere. Then the same
spaces become walls; dead, flat and blocking our
entry into or beyond the dull flat surface. Flicker
again and they come pouring forth, not pulling us
in but engulfing us. To a slow beat they pulse,

vibrate and shimmer, arresting our attention our
senses like a strong red wine laced with a silent
string quartet, Our cognitive desires are para-
lysed, our attachment to the tangible and material
wodd gradually eroded. We are pushed to the
edge of an imaginary Friedrich like abyss. What
we have found at this point is a visual equivalent
to Keat's romanticism of 'Ode to a nightingale'.
This has been something I have long felt to be
relevant:
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My heaft aches, and a drowsy numbness
pains

My sense, as though of hemlock I had
drunk,

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains,

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had

sunk.
Keats could literally be talking about these
paintings if history did not deem that im-
possible. That ability to induce a form of
amnesia, What do we want to forget

though?

Fade far away, dissolve, and quite forget
What thou among the leaves hast never
known,

The weariness, fhe fever, and the fret
Here where men sit and hear each other
groan;

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last grey

hairs,
Where youth grows pale, and spectre-thin,
and dies;

Where buttothink is fo be fullof sorrow
And leaden-eyed despairs;
Where beauty cannot keep her /usfrous

eyes,

Or new Love pine at them beyond to-
morrow.

The specifics of what we want to forget have

changed but the sentiment remains. Transience,

lose, grief, the continuous, self indulgent, tragic

themes of human existence. Beyond this it is the
self, thought, consciousness of us a body which

occupies space. lt seems that somewhere in the
play and viewing of matter this has been found.
Artists, painting and viewer are able to temporarily

find passage ways into what feels like a sacred,

spiritual space and moment. We seem capable of
erasing the self and that which is around us. ln its
place we exist in a sub reality of emotions, sensa-
tion and slow time, When we are snapped out of
this romanticised moment we are left to reflect in
a more rational manner about meaning. lll tackle

this despite my utter distaste for the hierarchy of
values in art. lt seems that these more intellectu-

alised phibsophical dimensions of a work are

deemed more important than the airy fairy poetry

of experience. ls it that they are more measur-

able, more definable, more justifiable? ls it that we

are frightened of the more tenuous and unex-
plainable nature of experience? ln terms of mean-
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ing Rothko's work, in this case, seems to be about
grand and permanent human themes. He may
have erased imagery from his work but subject
matter and content are explicitly present. Not the
kind of subject we can sit in front of us and draw
from, not the kind of content we can clearly de-
fine, but something we find in the journey of creat-
ing and viewing the works. ln fluctuating between
utter emptiness and infinite depth the works be-
come about fundamental aspects of our experi-
ence of reality. Not about specific individuals oc-
cupying or not occupying a particular space in a
particular moment in time; but about our con-
scious and subconscious awareness and occupa-
tion of real, emotional and spiritual space. These
grand themes underlie all humanity but are ad-
dressed on a personal level. lt's about the over-
whelming suffocation of everything and the deso-
late grief of nothingness, lt's therefore a pure in-
carnation of hagedy, of that which is inevitable,
that our grasp of existence, of life is slippery. That
our ability to exist in one state, one place and one
time is impossible. lnstead we are constantly
floating in an ether, The power of these emotive
and tragic themes resonates even more when we
consider Rothko's biography, Such contextualisa-
tion can become tiresome due to it's over central-
ised position in much art historical literature. Yet
in this particular case it has relevance. Never has
an artist been able to both empty his presence

and ego so comprehensively from the work yet
equally had those same facets underpin his whole
oeuvre. This paradox should not be dwelled on

too excessively. Such detailed and systematic an

approach to Rothko's work does not do him jus-

tice. ln reality, as with all great painting, he goes
beyond words. So much is lost in hanslation. lt
remains frustrating that so much credit is given to
language as a form of communication. We seem
to think it has a purity which it does not. Whilst
necessary it is an artificial and constructed sys-
tem. lt is limited to the nuances of each cultures
linguistic evolution. So often it traps and confines
rather than explaining or revealing truths. As
much as it is the key to articulate standing it is the
bars which block our pursuit of a particular sub-
ject's essence. Shrouded in convention it will
never be able to express, describe or induce the
motive like Rothko's Seagram murals do. That,
above all else, is what makes them so great.

Tom de Freston.
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Golin Dick: a regionalist painter in the English tradition*

ln the late 1950s, when Colin Dick met John Hew-

itt, the director of Coventry's Herbert Art Gallery,

he described himself as the first 'regionalist'

painter to have his work included in the perma-

nent collection. 'Regionalist' is an apt description

of Colin Dick's work as it describes a preoccupa-

tion, common to many British artists during the

last century, with celebrating the indigenous cul-

ture, values and traditions of this country, rather

than the internationalist vision of the avant-garde.

This British tradition included strands of urban and

suburban realism seen in the works of the Cam-

den Town and Euston Road painters, as well as

the Neo-Romantics and other artists who drew

their inspiration from landscape and rural life.

These influences on Colin Dick's work explain

something of both his stylistic development and

subject matter. However, there is also a deep

paradox at the heart of the 'Englishness of Eng-

lish Art' in the first half of the twentieth century (to

borrow a Nikolaus Pevsner phrase), English art,

as defined by

Camden Town and Euston Road realism, was

essentially French in its origin and inspiration,

stemming from Sickert's early contact with lm-

pressionism. Likewise Colin Dick's work has a big

stake in the French tradition and it also explains

the more radical Fauvist development in his most

recent work.

From the Camden Town and Euston Road paint
ers, we can observe the muted palette of Colin
Dick's early paintings of the Thames and London

street life. He shares with those artists a similar

interest in their popular subject matter covering

music halls, theatre, cafes, pubs, the suburbs and

dowdy poslwar streets and interiors of London,

This particular strand of realism was absorbed

into the art school culture of the time when Colin
Dick began his art education at St Martin's School

of Art in 1946, After one year of study, his educa-

tion was abruptly intenupted by National Service

in the RAF, during which time he vividly recorded

his experiences in copious sketchbooks. On re-

turning to St Martin's he completed his National

Diploma in Design and briefly attended the Royal

Academy Schools, but his money ran out and he

took a job making drawings for Crowthers antique

dealers. He then worked as a scenic artist while

continuing his art education, attending evening

classes at Hammersmith School of Art. Both of
these job experiences enriched his development

as an artist. He married Delia Whiston (who came

from Coventry) and they lived in Chiswick and

Notting Hill where his painting matured and he

began to find his own sense of direction.

ln his painting Poftrait of Delia with Toddler, Colin
Dick celebrates manied life, featuring his wife and

two year old daughter Sara, in a quintessential

1950s interior. Life at Notting Hill is vividly recalled

in Poftobello Market: West lndians and Gypsies,

which shows the busy street market on Portobello

Road with stalls, barrows and carts loaded with

boxes of fruit and vegetables. The picture is popu-

lated with West lndians, gypsies, children and

stall-holders, as well as the animated presence of

strutting and airborne pigeons flapping their wings

against a turbulent sky. This early painting fore-

shadows many others in its focus on social mi-

norities and his portrayal of people in an individu-

alised way, full of character, within an engaging

urban setting.
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ln Chiswick and Hammersmith the Thames pro-

vided material for a series of evocative river sub-
jects to which he returns constantly in his work.

Some feature the dramatic silhouettes of land-

marks, such as Hammersmith Bridge, the Cutty
Sark and the Royal Festival Hall and Shot Tower

at the time of the Festival of Britain. Others focus

on the working river with its barges, tugs and

cranes set against an industrial background with a
foreground of flotsam and jetsam. More leisurely

and haditional activities on the river are recorded

in pictures like Swan Upping at Henley on

Thames, and sporting events are shown with rac-

ing eights darting across the river amid the pag-

eantry of the club colours flying from their flag
poles. The painting, Crew carrying a Shel/; Bazel-
geffes's lron Towers, shows a racing crew carry-

ing their boat and oars across a road with the Ba-

roque shape of Hammersmith Bridge looming in

the background. With a typical eye for detail and

character, Colin Dick contrasts these elegant

oarsmen with a couple of locals represented by a
woman in a floral apron and man in a cloth cap

holding a bicycle.

Colin and Delia Dick left London to seftle in Cov-

entry where he took up an appointment teaching

art at Woodlands School, a new comprehensive

school for boys. The attraction of Coventry was
partly Delia's family connections, but also the ap-
peal of a city undergoing planning and redevel-

opment in a radical modernist manner. This for-

ward looking vision found its expression in the

new cathedral and the cultural events that ac-

companied its consecration in 1962. Colin Dick

recognized in Coventry the same progressive spi-

rit he had encountered at the Festival of Britain. ln

the light of this, his creative engagement with the

city became intense and paradoxical in so far that

he vividly recorded this period of radical change
with the eye of a conservator. This comes out in
an important body of watercolours and drawings

recording the demolition and rebuilding of Coven-

try as well a number of paintings related to Cov-

entry Canal Basin. These were all purchased at

the time for the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum.

Colin Dick's watercolours now appear to be more

about Coventry's past than its transition or future.

Old photographs record how Coventry looked be-

fore the War and its immediate aftermath, but

Colin Dick's work digs much deeper into the archi-

tectural heritage of the city, and above all, con-
veys how heritage of the city, and above all, con-
veys how

Spon Sfreef, Coventry

things felt during this period. The city was littered
with bomb sites and vacant plots, and with the
redevelopment came further demolition on a vast
scale, clearing slums and making possible a new
urban plan with a city centre sunounded by an

elevated ring road known as the flyover. Old
streets like Spon Street were cut in half by the
ring road, but a preservation order was put upon it
and its medieval buildings were later restored to
their halttimbered origin. There are several draw-
ings by Colin Dick which record some of the build-
ings in a state of dereliction before they were
pulled down or reassembled elsewhere in the
street.

Most of the remaining buildings were kept in situ,

but were later stripped down to their timber frames,
filled with wattle and daub, and all traces of post-

medieval accretions removed. Restored Spon
Street now has a half-timbered unity, which is in-
structive and picturesque, but it sadly ignores the
residue of time which once gave these buildings
life, character and continuity. lt is this organic proc-

ess of piecemeal change and hansformation which
gave individuality and character to so much of the
city centre, and it is Colin Dick's watercolours and

drawings which vividly remind us of the untidy, but
unique nature of how shop frontages were before
the decline of the independent retaibr and advent
of modernisation with its plate glass windows, cor-
porate logos and standardisation of style. A num-
ber of streets with a variety of buildings dating from
medieval to Victorian times were destroyed near

the cathedral, including Much Park Street, Little
Park Street and Jordan Well. Colin Dick's picture,
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Much Park Sfreef, shows the cantilevered structure

of one medieval building which was dismantled and

reconstructed in Spon Street. There are three pic-

tures of Little Park Street, including a panoramic

view of its nineteenth century buildings which were

later demolished, and two pictures which take a
more intimate view into the courts behind these

frontages. One shows a narrow, cobbled alleyway

of dilapidated brick buildings with topshops. ln the

foreground a cloth capped man fills a kettle from

the only water tap serving the residents. The other

features an open court with a woman appearing at

her door facing a communal mangle set under a

small pitched roof, like a wishing well.

Much Pafu Street

She and the mangle are surrounded by plants

arranged on shelves, hanging in baskets and

planted in pots, tubs, boxes and buckets. Another

view behind Much Park Street shows a horse and

cart in a farrier's yard behind Lee Francis Motor

Engines, reminding us of the way that individual

enterprise, small family businesses, independent

retailers and traditional craftsmen existed cheek

by jowl alongside larger industrial units. These

drawings reveal a lost way of life and remind us of
the picturesque squalor in which some people

lived in this fascinating inner city society. What

this important collection of drawings does, is not

iust map the flux and change of a particular pe-

riod, but remind us of the richness and distinction

of that environment, as well as the loss of a
community that gave so much texture and colour

to our city centre. The irony is that now it is the

modern that looks shabby and the old has taken

on a post-modern stylishness. Also this collection

of drawings underlines themes which are consis-

tent across Colin Dick's oeuvre - that celebration
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of character and individuality, as well as a con-
cern for that which is threatened.

This comes out in Colin Dick's paintings of Coven-
try Canal Basin where the city council's redevel-

opment plans in the 1950s would have severed its

connections which the region's wider canal net-

work. These plans prompted the lnland Water-

ways Association to campaign against this pro-

posal by holding their National Rally in the basin

where they erected a marquee exhibiting material

supporting its preservation. This campaign was

endorsed and celebrated in Colin Dick's painting,

Boat Rally, Bishop Sfreef, Coventry. lt illustrates

the campaign, showing the canal basin in the
background festooned with bunting and two fig-

ures in the foreground raising money, brandishing
leaflets, and holding a jug painted in the traditional

folk style. ln the background two figures carrying a

canoe recall the crew in the Hammersmith paint-

ing, and on the other side of the road Colin Dick's

eye for ethnic detail is revealed in the lady wear-

ing a sari, wheeling a push chair. This campaign,

which involved the newly formed Coventry Canal

Society and support of the Lord Mayor, Pearl

Hyde, was a resounding success. Another signifi-
cant painting produced later was Rose and Joe
Skinner; The Last of the Midlands Narrow Boat
Follr. This shows the proud couple on their boat

decorated in the traditional style. Joe Skinner and

his wife transported coal for over thirty years

across the Midlands, principally on the Coven-

try/Oxford canal. The coal freight nanow-boats

were pulled by mules led by Joe and the boat was

steered by Rose. Later, Colin Dick and Joe Skin-

ner's nephew, Jack, played a part in saving the

Oxford Canal Basin from a similar fate, Colin's
painting of The Oxford Canal Basrn shows the

other end of the Coventry/ Oxford canal, and

compared to the inner-city canal basin in Coven-

try, this is very much a rural view of narrow-boats

moored in the boatyard, dominated by the ltalia-

nate campanile of the church of St Barnabas.

Itinerants, like Rose and Joe Skinner, have cap-

tured the imagination of British artists for centu-

ries. Gypsies appear in the work of Gainsborough,

Moreland and Turner, and in the twentieth cen-

tury, circus performers and fairground folk have
joined their ranks, providing materialfor artists like

Augustus John, Laura Knight and Alfred Mun-

nings. Colin Dick's work covers the same subject



matter, and in addition he adds strolling players,

such as the mummers and Morris dancers, as

well as various pageants, folk customs, festivals,
carnivals and idiosyncratic social gatherings. Dur-
ing his childhood his imagination was captured by

the gypsies who appeared at his mother's door in
their 'Edwardian cast off finery', and since then
gypsies, their camps and horse fairs, have pro-

vided a substantial genre within his work. Like

Augustus John, he has learned some Romany
and maintained long friendships with many gypsy

families. ln addition to gypsies, Colin Dick also
records circus and fairground folk, regularly draw-
ing and painting the travelling circuses and fairs
on Hearsall Common in Coventry, as well as town
fairs like the Warwick Mop held in the market
square where the annual ox roasting takes place.

His sketch books and portfolios copiously record

local events, such as the Earlsdon Festival, the

Godiva Festival and Pageant, the annual pancake

race in Rugby, the Warwick Festival and Leam-
ington Peace Festival. The Warwick Festival at-

tracts dance troupes and folk musicians from all

over the country and Colin captures the spirit of
the event in such watercolours as The Molly
Dance. This particular dance, performed by a
Fenland troupe, reveals something of the black
side of folk art in celebrating the lynching and

hanging of a band of murderers. The Leamington
Peace Festival has something of a carnival at-

mosphere in most of Colin's watercolours, but

occasionally he is moved to remind us of the dis-
asters of war and the serious purpose behind the
Peace Festival. Wherever people gather Colin

Dick finds subject matter for his art. ln recent
years he has been recording, attending and par-

ticipating in poetry readings and live music at the

Tin Angel bar situated appropriately in one of the

restored medieval houses he recorded in Spon

Street Coventry.

Jamaican Airmen, Collin Dick (1947).

Despite the Englishness of his art, Colin Dick has
a broad view of British society and from the outset
he has celebrated the cultural contribution of our
immigrant communities. National Service first
plunged him into the ethnic melting pot that com-
prised our British forces after the War, and it
brought him together with Jamaicans and Poles
whose portraits he drew. Portobello Market;West
lndians and Gypsies and Boat Rally, Bishop
Sfreef were among the earliest paintings showing
our ethnic communities. His teaching career in

Leamington Spa brought him into contact with
Asian pupils who helped him learn some Punjabi,
and his friendship with the Sikh language lecturer,
Dr Chan Sandhu, deepened his knowledge of as-
pects of Asian culture and folk art in particular.
Like the linguistic connections he discovered be-
tween Romany and Punjabi, Colin Dick shows as
much awareness of our cultural similarities as our
differences. His watercolour, The Demon Ra-
visher God of Sri Lanka has the observation
scrawled at the bottom, 'An archaic forerunner of
Guy F? burned at the Sanatan Dharm Hindhu
Temple, Foleshill'. This appreciation of other cul-
tures is firmly rooted in the classical nature of his

art education at St Martin's where ltalian and
French art was nurtured, and mandatory trips to
the British Museum opened him up to a whole
world of art - not just the Elgin Marbles.

The Englishness of his art is paradoxically
grounded in the French tradition and France be-
came a considerable influence on his work during
the 80s. He discovered and painted Boulogne-
sur-Mer, and watercolours of the port, as well as

English and French landscapes were exhibited
there at the Musee Municipale and the Galerie
Sabine. Some of this work was exhibited in Dax

,<
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sur les Laudes in South West France and he has

also exhibited in the Galerie Traditions at Bourg-

la-Reine in Paris. ln Leamington Spa he became

interested in Napoleon lll's exile there in 1838-39.

This prompted him to research the 'British ambi-

ances he frequented' as well as his summer capi-

tal in Bianitz on the Basque coast. The outcome

of this work was an exhibition entitled, Louis Na-
poleon in Leamington Spa and Other Places of
Exile, al the Salle d'Ossuna in Biarritz. France

has also provided him with a wide remit to explore

folk tradition and some of his most haunting and

striking images feature the Carnaval at Dunkirk.

Here the city is plunged into a state of licentious

behaviour as citizens from discrete quarters of the
city celebrate the exploits of Jean Bart, a pirate

hero, who relieved the blockaded port by captur-

ing two Dutch grain ships during the seventeenth

century. Led by a drum major in a red Napoleonic

uniform, the townsfolk parade in grotesque ma-

keup, men dress as women, and the mayor of the
town pelts the crowd with pickled herrings. These

remarkable drawings are the product of direct ob-

servation, memory, imagination and secondary

sources, such as newspaper photographs and

rapid sketches made from the television screen.

Perhaps the most significant French influence on

Colin Dick is the stylistic change that has occuned
in his work in recent years. His painting has a
more Fauvist aspect with the use of vibrant colour
and gestural brushwork. This can be seen at its
best in the scenes from the mummer's plays

where his flat vibrant colours are in keeping with
the raucous nature of the subject matter. As in the
Commedia del' Arte, these mummer's plays have
set characters which include Sir George, the wise
woman, the doctor and the doctor's fool, accom-
panied by other characters such as Father
Christmas. The above scene shows the slaying of
Sir George with the doctor inflating his chest using

a pair of bellows, accompanied by the fool and

Father Christmas. ln these works Colin Dick dem-
onstrates an extraordinary immediacy and energy,
pushing forward the limits of a painterly style that
has served him well over many years. What we
see is a fusion of Fauvism and folk art, with a
dash of James Ensor's festive expressionism.
Colin Dick is still finding new subjects that fit his

oeuvre, new ways of recording it and, like many
notable artists of the past, is demonstrating in his

advancing years that he is not shy of innovation.

Richard Yeomans.

'This afticle on Colin Dick appeared lasl October in the first edition of the
online lilerary magazine, Horizon Review, edded by the poet Jane Holland.
This inilialive was inspired by the groundbreaking literary review Hoiuon,
edited by Cynl Connolly in the 1940s The website for this nagazine is
wn. s aft o u b I i sh i n o. c on / ho r iz o nfi n d e x. htm

Sumner Show al Arl School Photqraph by Ray Spence
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The Camouflage Unit in Leamington or Maniacs-on- Spa

lf you had been unfortunate enough to be resident

of Royal Leamington Spa in January 1940, and

had just picked up your New Year copy of the

Leamington Courier, you would expect that being

at war might feature heavily within its pages but

surprisingly apart from some adverts about winter

night ploughing, gas mask etiquette and trying to
persuade the population to put its money into war
bonds there is little mention of the conflict that
was engulfing Europe.

It is not that different from today's paper. Hatches,

matches and dispatches, court reports, road acci-
dents, photo opportunities for the great and the
good, Alderman Chump and wife at charity event,
local am-dram society putting on another hilarious

stately home farce and notification of Major Wal
lings preserving "Leafy Warwickshire" campaign

for the encouragement of hee planting.

The front page leads with a story of shock and

moral outrage. ls it commenting on Nazi atrocities

in Poland? No, instead it reports that over the

Christmas holiday the Head Mistress of the local

grammar school for gids had behaved in such a

degrading and immoral way that the town council

had passed a motion to have her suspended from

her post, this was to take effect immediately.

What was it that had brought this pillar of society

to such a public and humiliating end? Had she

been embroiled in creative accountancy, caught in

flagrante delicto with Alderman Chump's wife at

the chamber of commerce new year ball or run off
with Major Watling and his saplings? No, she had

had the temerity to get manied. ln 1940 if you

where a woman and in a position such as a

teacher or librarian getting manied meant losing

your job, Why? Well in one word sex, the thought

that a woman who was sexually active could pos-

sible teach young girls or hand out books to the
public was abhonent to the establishment, this

was one notion you most definitely would not wish

your wife or servant to have.

lnto this sepia toned Victorian back water entered

the Civil Defence Camouflage Establishment,
over 150 artists, film set designers, photographers

and technicians who had been recruited and

shipped to Leamington to join local carpenters,
tradesmen and secretaries.

This unit was just part of the radical change that
Leamington and the wider society were about to
experience over the next five years. A huge social
upheaval was taking place women were again
going back into the factories as the men went into
uniform and as in the rest of the country Leaming-
ton became home to foreign forces like the Cezch
free army. With these sort of pressures the town
council was going to find it hard going to stem the
moral turpitude that they were so valiantly fighting
against.

This unit had been given the job of camouflaging
category A factories and infrastructure, vital to the
war effort. They were also, quite weirdly given the
job of Naval camouflage as well.

ln the months leading up to the start of the war in
September 1939 the Camouflage Advisory Panel

had already meet several times, packed with Ma-
jor General this and Dr that Colonel Mustard and

Captain Scarlet they all have M.A, K.B.E, R.W.S,
C.B, D.S.O, O.B.E and bar in some variation after
their names. This panel had been formed to man-
age and organise the massive practical, technical
and logistical job of camouflaging all of Britain's
needs.

Figure 1: The Camouflage Unit
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The Camouflage Panel based in Whitehall over-

saw camouflage work across the country, it would

report back to government and co-ordinate the

different units and Whitehall departments. Leam-

ington was not the only unit working on camou-

flage, at Farnham a uniformed unit was set up to

work on military camouflage, south of Leamington

at Compton Verney a specialist unit working on Q
and K sites, shadow factories and false towns,

was formed and dazzle and baffle light units

where created by the RAF,

It was this committee that recommended that a

Civil Defence Camouflage Establishment should

be formed with a mixture of military, scientific and

artistic officers being appointed to oversee the

work. As to why Leamington Spa was chosen I

can find no evidence in the archive. lts close prox-

imity to some of the factories it would camouflage

and its own lack of importance as a target must

have been factors but you can't help think that if
you had to choose a spot to see out the war in

relative comfort, Leamington had its advantages.

Only a couple of hours from London by train, nice

gardens and some splendid regency apartments,

not to mention taking over the five star Regent

Hotel as your head quarters for the duration.

By September 1939 the research section was

already in Leamington, based in "The Gables" a

large Victorian manor in its own grounds, still

standing just outside Leamington on the Kenil-

worth road. lt was here that the serious scientific

work was done. The October 18th 1939 report

states that they were "actively engaged on ex-

periments for the obscuration of oil tanks and on

preparation of specification for scrimming". Over

the coming years this quantifying of camouflage

brought the scientist and the artist together in vis-

ual collaborations unique for their time.

The sheer size and scale of the camouflage

needed cannot be under estimated, at the begin-

ning of the war over 3000 factories were identified

as needed camouflage protection from aerial

bombardment and by the time oil tanks, power

stations and other utilities were included the list

was massive, Some of the factories covered huge

areas and to achieve this Sisyphean task a com-

plex organisational plan had to be executed if the

work was to be done.

By November 1939 the Unit had commandeered
the Leamington Art Gallery and Museum along
with the Regent Hotel and the roller skating rink in

the colonnade which had been the home to Leam-

ington's circus, now the site of the Loft Theatre,
The unit was instructed to recruit artists, design-

ers, photographers and technicians to create the

designs and methods needed for camouflage.

The Leamington section was ready to recruit and

during November and December 1939 the mem-

bers of the unit were approached. ln practice the

scientists on the panel recruited their own as did

the artists with an element of the military embed-

ded in the framework. Much of this was done
through "who you knew "as the unit was top se-

cret and the leading members of the unit drew on

their acquaintances and colleagues to fill the
places, later they also recruited a number of
young women straight out of art schools like the

Slade.

At the head of the unit was Captain L.M Glasson

M,C the chief camouflage officer, under him

Christopher lronside was in charge of the units

work at the Rink mainly working on factory cam-

ouflage and Commander Yunge-Bateman headed

the naval section at the gallery.

The work at the Rink involved factory camouflage.

The unit was given a Tiger moth two seater bi

plane which was flown by an ex republican pilot

from the Spanish civil war. The plane would take

off from Bonnicksons aerodrome now Whitnash
golf course/Harbury Lane Go kart area, an artist

would photograph and sketch the factory that was

being looked at so that a detailed 3D model could

be made of the factory and the surrounding area.

Sir Richard Guyatt tells of how on one occasion

near Manchester the engine fell out of the plane

and they were forced to glide and then crash land

in a field. This story is conoborated by Barbara

Buckley nee Gee who was in the photographic

section in the Rink. The unit was having difficulty

teaching the artists how to use the Leica cameras

and were not getting very good results. After a lot

of wrangling the pilot had agreed to take up a
woman but the weekend before Barbara was due

to start flying she was returning with her fianc6

from Birmingham and as they got off at Leaming-

ton Station, the pilot was in a bath chair being

wheeled passed with his leg in plaster. Once her
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Oskar Kokoschka Polperro lll (Harbour view) 1939, Oil on
wood, 61 .2cm x 81 .3cm@ The Samuel Courtauld Trust, The
Couriauld Gallery, London. (page 1B)

Jack B. Yeats The Circus Wagon. 191 2.Oil on canvas 61 x 91.Scm
Private Collection. @ Estate of Jack B Yeats. (page 19)

Oskar KokoschkaThe Red Egg, 1940-1941, Oil on canvas,
63 x 76cm@ National Gallery, Prague.(page 18)

Jack B. Yeats The Singing Clown. 1928. Oil on canvas 46 x 61cm.
The Model Arls and Niland lGallery. @ Estafe of Jack BYeats.(page 19)

Grace Newman Field of Dreams
Julie de Bastion



Colin Dick Portrait of Delia with Toddler Colin Dick The March of the Flyover,

Colin Dick Rose and Joe Skinner: The Last of the Midlands
Narrow Boat Folk
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husband to be discovered this was the pilot she

would be flying with, he refused to allow her to go

up. Barbara also said that Kodak came over from

Canada to teach them colour processing for both

still and 16mm movie photography, then a cutting

edge process.

Once the sketches and photographs were back at

the Rink they would be converted into a 3D model

done to scale and made so it could be viewed

from around 6000 feet. lt would be placed on a
large turntable and viewed in different light condi-

tions that mimicked, day/night and the angle of
the sun in different seasons. Viewing platforms

allowed the onlooker to have a bird's eye view or
oblique view and soon into the war they had bomb

sights from downed German bombers fitted to the

viewing platforms so they could simulate the

bomb aimers view point. Virginia lronside the

daughter of Christopher says of the Rink that it
"had been converted into a giant studio" where
"artists slaved away over enormous turntables on

which they had constructed models of factories

and aerodromes, lit by ever moving moons and

suns attached to wires".

Once they were satisfied with the design, plans

would be drawn up for the factory and sent to the

relevant ministries of Works, Supply and Buildings

so that the work could be organised. At times over

3000 men were employed to carry out the practi-

cal labour As you can imagine progress was slow,

there was only one plane and organising things so

that men and materials all came to the right site at

the same time could prove difficult. Add to this the

lack of materials, paint, canvas etc due to the war

and it is not surprising that after ayeat the unit got

a bit of shake up and a new overall commander in

the form of Cave Brown Cave arrived.

Naval Camouflage: in the Art Gallery a shallow

water tank was constructed and using a Jane's

Fighting Ship reference book the carpenters made

exact scale models of naval ships. Then with a

giant spot light imitating the sun and small fans to
ripple the water they placed the ships into differ-

ent backdrops and environments, North Atlantic,

Pacific, Artic etc to see the effectiveness of their

designs. With the help of the research section

they constructed a haze machine that imitated the

atmospheric conditions at sea over long distance.

It is also possible that they constructed an outside

viewing tank on top of the Gallery as Yunge-

Batmans surreal painting which you can see on
our web site is titled" The outside viewing tank"
although no evidence of this can be found., Once
a design was settled on the plans would be sent
to the relevant naval dockyard and the camou-
flage applied. This was not the dazzle ship de-
signs of the 1st World War but disruptive line and
pattern was used to confuse submarines as to
length, direction and type of ship. The use of
planes to spot ships and their tell tale white wake
had largely made dazzle camouflage obsolete. lt
was here that Wilfred Shingleton worked, he was
a film set designer and won the 1946 Oscar for
best film set design for Great Expectations.

The unit toiled away for most of the war but after
1942 when German bombing raids on Britain be-
came less intense the priority for factory camou-
flage was not so urgent,

It was during these slack times that the most con-
troversial aspect of the units work arose. artists
were allowed to go and paint camouflage related
subjects and then the finished paintings were sold
to the Government for between 8-20 guineas de-
pending on type and size. This lead to a storm of
protest from the Ministry of Finance who said
"C.D.C.E have gone right off the rails on this one".
The artists were already receiving anything be-
tween t3.10 and t5,00 a week as a wage, a pri-

vate soldier was getting t3.10, The Ministry could
not understand why artists should be paid twice
when they were already working for the Country.
lf you were working in the catering corps you

would not be allowed to use army time to cook a
banquet for a regimental do and then charge as a
private firm so why should artists be any different?
Allegations of profiteering were made but a notice
from high up in the Government squashed Fi-

nances concerns and the artists even received a
couple of guineas extra for their work.

There was also a Civilian Mural unit attached to
the Leamington group, in practice artists would be

sent to factories, convalescent homes etc to con-
sult with the workers/ staff and then create a mu-
ral, to my knowledge none of these still exist.

The artists liked to frequent the British Restaurant

which was situated near to the Town Hall. British

Restaurants were a national chain created by the
government as a state canteen so that for a set
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price a meal and a cup of tea could be had, lt was
here that the Leamington group painted six mu-
rals, now all lost. Edwin La Dell, Stephen Bone
and Thomas Rathmell each produced a panel

approx 8ft by 4ft. Seen here is the panel painted

by Thomas Rathmell, it is a composite scene that

took a picture from a local paper of some bombed
out buildings and the council houses in Heathcote
Terrace in Whitnash where the artist was billeted.

The people in the mural are all locals that Thomas

Rathmell had sketched, the young girl on the
swing is a Celia Summers. This lost image was
given to me by the artists daughter along with

several other photographs of murals, there is no

description on these as to who and where they
were created so they could be possible examples
of the units lost mural work. So who was in the
unit described as "a group of maniacs"? Some
very well known artists anived including Tom

Monnigton who was to become President of the
Royal Academy, Christopher lronside, who was to
design our decimal coinage, Robin Darwin the
great naturalist's grandson, Leon Undenuood,
Steven Bone, Dorothy Annan, Edwin La Dell, Vic-
torine Foot, Felicity Fisher nee Sutton, Claude.
The list goes on and on and includes many of the
period's well know artists.

They brought a certain amount of colour and ec-
centricity to Leamington and their parties obvi-
ously had an impact on the local girls who were

invited. lndeed one has told me that she had

never seen such behaviour at a party. After
drinks, classical music and conversations that
included politics and free love, the women re-

moved their tops and danced to Polynesian mu-
sic. The young woman hurriedly made her ex-

cuses and left leaving the artists to their soiree.

Not all the artists were posh some like Thomas

Rathmell lived in a council house ofi packing

cases for most of the war but others had inde-
pendent incomes and came from very privileged

backgrounds. Some complained at the ghastly

west midland accents, the poor food, torn up cop-
ies of the daily newspaper in the outside loo and

belittle local people who only work at the gas

works. There is a story that Robin Danruin and

Leon Underwood were arrested on suspicion of
spying after drawing attention to themselves on a
countryside jaunt. Darwin would drive around in

his open topped Rolls Royce wearing a fedora

hat, not the inconspicuous persona you would
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have thought a German spy might adopt but they
obviously seemed strange enough to attract the
attention of a village plod,

As the need for factory camouflage receded the
units work grew less and towards the end of the
war many artists were sent to other places to re-
cord the war although a core group remained in

Leamington throughout.

Due to the secretive nature of their work and the
continued need for camouflage due to the onset
of the Cold War the Unit's work was kept secret
until 1976 when most of the documents were re-
leased into the public domain. lt was for this rea-
son that much of their work was lost, though many
of their drawings and paintings are held by the
lmperial War Museum.

The Unit cannot claim to have single-handedly
dragged Leamington Spa into a more diverse and
tolerant future. But its members must have played
their part. And as for the unfortunate Headmis-
tress who had suffered the censure of the Town
Council? Well she fought her case and was rein-
stated in April 1940. Perhaps by then they real-
ised that there were more important battles to be
fought.

Fergus Dunant

Figure 2: Backdrops



LSA & AMA Summer Exhibition, Warwickshire School of Arts

I walked in and straight away feared passing into

nothingness. ln homage to the Royal Academy

the walls were covered, as if singing a song to

their full height and width. The mass and variety

of work left me fearing that I would actually leave

incapable of giving either the whole or the parts

enough attention to gage any understanding, The

nature of the show, an exhibition of works by two

regionally based groups of artists, meant that no

predefined structure exists. lt has been a long

time since geography located a consistent agenda

or approach amongst artists.

What followed was a frantic desire to find struc-

ture, to find a system in which to fit the parts, thus

creating a whole to discuss and specifics to

analysis. I would need to create a similar ordering

of viewing as those who successful hung the

show. A deconstruction of this physical system

was essential to fit into a new reconstructed writ-

ten articulation. The following review is thus a dis-

cussion of a failed attempt to find ways to re-order

the exhibition. The attempt was necessary in or-

der to avoid total pa-

ralysis.

I begin nervously, so seek solace in a simple

mode of organisation, genres. The limiting nature

of genre boxes is clearly visible by the breadth of
work in the show which could be simply labelled
'Still Life'. There is a varied engagement with the

poetry of objects from Kathy Webste/s soft and

delicate paintings of pears and cherries to Roger

Howe's powerful, almost heroic photograph of a
winch.

Ray Spence's images of tulips use the high reso-

lution of digital image making to celebrate the in-

trinsic beauty of the flower, The tulip is centred,

isolated, enlarged, glowing with colour and light

and displays its every detail from overall form to

decoration of water droplets. Spence acts like a
director who is capable of getting the best out of

the lead actor.

This analytical process is contrasted to the syn-

thetic construction of Mary Buckingham's flowers
and vases. Her subject matter, like Spence, is
flowers, but her approach entirely different, You
get the impression the flowers and objects are

irrelevant; they are merely vessels which allow
Buckingham to celebrate her desire to arrange, to

capture, to compose, and play with form, surface
and colour. She cleady enjoys creating strong
solid shapes and allowing forms to emerge from a
flurry of brush marks. Her fascination with formal
content does not suggest a repressed 'abstract'

painter, but rather a delight in the mimetic process

in general rather than the specifics of the vision
captured.

Peter Lovelock's photographs also fit into the
genre of 'still life', conveniently but not conven-
tionally, His images of Rook's nests appear, on

first glance, like flattened out sections of a Jack-
son Pollock painting. Only through a more de-
layed look do we start to link the image back to its
original referent. The slight detachment comes
through the framing and extremity of contrast.
They are quite beautiful.

The figure marks the border of another conven-
iently distinguishable group. Angela Webb's
'Theresa Seated' is a shong life study. The seated
figure is constructed from strong outlines and a
confident understanding of figural mechanics, Sat
confidently on brown paper it is probably the
'stand out work'from a good selection of life stud-
ies.

Neil Moore's painting is probably the most techni-
cally proficient of the figure works on show. The

structure and feel of the figure's flesh is of particu-

lar interest. The figure is masked, suggestive of
some potential symbolic or allegorical dimension.

Yet I am more drawn to the idealising of the form.

The flesh is silky smooth and the sides of the fig-

ure follow a seductive and continuous line. The
fluidity of the line reminds me of lngres' nudes,

able to curve and flow denying any jerky skeletal

form below; delighting in the sensual curve of a
line on a flat surface and down the side of a hu-

man form. This seduction is countered by the
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masked face, denying us any personalised en-
gagement, Our gaze is not met by theirs. The fet-

ish like objectification of the body is both evident

and commented on.

Susie Mendelsson's 'Confinement' tackles the

figure from a very different vantage point. The

bent and squeezed figure shifts towards carica-

ture as it looks to squirm free from the architec-

ture of the coloured planes behind.

Throughout the show numerous other figures ap-
pear as central but not isolated elements, A hand-

ful of these are housed in later locations through

convenience of fit. Eleanor Allitt's 'Violinist' seems

comfortable enough here. The dreamy haze has a

certain Chagallian feel, but with enough autonomy

to avoid pastiche.

While we are dealing with the human form it

seems appropriate to mention Sarah Bunney's
portraits. At a guess I believe they are of family

members, or at least loved ones. This seems ap-
parent from the warmth and charm which

emerges from their execution. I don't think that

can be faked. Below this, however, is a certain

melancholy. Perhaps I am projecting it onto them

but the low positioning of the heads, the lightness

of colour, touch and drawing all suggest floating

forms which appear to

be sinking. The closed eyes deny the direct en-

gagement we expect from head on portraits. ln-

stead the figures seem in contemplation, escaping

into themselves.

Feeling stifled and suffocated by this approach I

search for a more fluid mode of organisation. The

limitation of categorisation by subject matter leads

many people to order by style; in the belief it is a

more effective system. The stylistic snob believes

style transcends subject matter and is thus a

more honest form of systemisation. Such a doc-

trine certainly allows us to gather some of the

shows works into neat little groups.

Energy seems an effective adjective to house a

few of the paintings on show. Libby January's
'Vernal Buzz' fvzes through bright colour, variety

of mark and the staccato fluidity of its surface. A

twist of a hand dances next to a burst of colour, all

musically shifting across a white base. George

Taylor's 'Matter of Time' has a similar handling
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but performs at a slower pace and in a minor key,

Its energy seems to seep out gradually rather
than burst out orgasticly. One green twist reveals
itself to be the pieces star performer. Helen

Bone's 'Emerging' sees a post Pollock style flurry
of drips, pours and layered gestures. They shift in
and out and against some semblance of a geo-

metric underbelly. Andrew Stibbs'work could also
be housed under this heading. The interlocking of
lines in a play between figuration and abstraction
creates a rhythmical surface dynamism. The
original image of the dancers is pushed to break-
ing point in order to find a no mimetic representa-
tion of the dance. This is captured in the rhythm of
line and the melody of colour. The latter, in par-

ticular, is worth a listen.

Stylistic ordering necessitates binary oppositions.
So at the other end of the exhibition, metaphori-
cally speaking, are works which we shall embalm
under the label 'tranquil'.

France Brodeur's etchings seem suggestive of
natural forms and surfaces, Worn, softly scaned
and evocative of shifts in time they have a quiet
poetry. Due to their size alone they seem to have
been hung in a fairly un-prominent location. This
is a shame because they are works which have
beautiful passages within.

The same is true of Sarah Jane Wilson's jewel-

lery. Due to its size it is easy to drift past it when
viewing the exhibition, our eyes more naturally

drawn to large works. lf we ignore our brash and
predictable pathway we find delicate and thought-
ful pieces of jewellery.

Norma Taylo/s paintings have a different tranquil-

lity to Brodeur's work. Forms seem to be soaked

and disappearing whilst also in the process of re-
emerging. The pools of sea green seem to be

hovering between states, waiting to form.

Jo Sutton's 'Greek Doo/ print is more rigid but no

less calm than Taylor's work. lf Taylor's works

have the feeling of a Frankenthaler the Sutton's is

more like a Rothko. The range of turquoise, blues

and green's pulls us inwards. The rectangular
forms might derive from observation of doorways

but they detach themselves and are read initially

on a more formal level. The spaces created by

form and colour pull us and push us out. The so-



lidity of its architecture seems like it has the per-

manent potential to fall apart. There is fragility
beneath the initial solidity. The image of doorways
may disintegrate in the viewing process but the
doorway as a metaphor remains. This piece pro-

vides a interplay between exits and entrances,

teasingly suggesting escape beyond the depth

then closing it shut. lt intrigued me for a good

while.

I think Katherine Barker's work might not be too

happy to be labelled 'tranquil'. lts agenda initially

appears to rigorously intellectual to desire such

romantic terminology. Her paintings are explora-
tions of the reverse sides of canvases. As such
they proclaim themselves to fit into a tradition of
post painterly abstraction. lt's a history which

searches consistently for theoretical reasoning in
painting and academic integrity. lts normally the
kind of work which leaves us quite cold but feeling
quite smug and self satisfied if we can unpick the
coded hypothesis.

Barker's work certainly emerges from such a dis-
course but avoids the smug and false intellectu-

alisation of painting that so much of that genre

espouses, The exploration of the reverse is not a
solipsistic closed door on association but the
opening of a new journey. This is the antithesis of
such dry later Modernist ramblings, What the ex-
ploration discovers is a delight in the potential

opened up but starting from a new point of depar-

ture. The frame is referenced but dissolves and

bends as the artist finds new lines. The surface of
the cloth remains a colouristic guide, but a subtle

tonal variety is unearthed. The two works on show

have a sensitivity which tells us far more about
painting then dull the dull, didactic, grided cousins

from which I think this painting emerges.

For ease of fit is seems best to discuss Mo En-
right's small version of 'Tall Tree's' here. A series

of vertical tree like forms reach up and out of the
picture frame. A warm yellow glow oozes out from

behind. The structure of the solid hees drags us in

and holds us. A very similar formula exists in En-

right's two larger works, yet for some reason they

did not entice me in quite the same way.

Sharon Luke's 'Untitled' demonstrates a weak-

ness in stylistic labels. lts delicacy tempts us to
push it into the previously named 'tranquil' group.

ln truth such a description is inaccurate. lf we are

too controlled by such a system we either ignore
her work due to the awkwardness of the fit or bas-
tardise it through analysis to squeeze it uncom-
fortably in. Neither would be fair to a work whose
strength is its lack of stylistic homogeneity.

The piece is a hanging thread based sculpture.
The careful web like lattice has a sense of fragil-
ity. The form as a whole, however, occupies
space with a sense of solidity and permanence.

Between this stylistic conhadiction a dialogue
evolves, which is initially indiscernible.

The sculptures form curves from out to in as if we
are looking down the inside of an overblown
trumpet. The powerful gravitational pull has a cer-
tain sensual and alluring quality. Both its physical
form and the impact of its dynamics on the eye
suggest feminine sexuality, whether deliberately
or not. When we try to put all the pieces of this
puzzle together we are presented with a matrix of
Freudian like possibilities. My worry about such
modes of analysis is that they tend to verge to-
wards creative projection of psychological notions,
rather than any intrinsic values present in the
work. lt seems more appropriate to leave the
loose ends open, than to tie them up with some
crass theoretical posturing.

The subject and style based modes of filtering are
both archaic. More fashionable and contemporary
methods exist. lt is a desire to stop limiting a
search to observations of links in the literal ap-
pearance of a work. lnstead many bodies now
group works by the metaphysical content which
supposedly bubbles below the skin. The argument
is that we can find more genuine connections be-

tween works of different types with a variety of
subject matter,

When we accessorise our search with this trendy
approach we do seem to find unexpected works
speak to each other, One quality which seems to
simmer away within a few works is'unease'.

lan Purvis' 'False Nativity' has awkwardness in

the framing of half human half mannequin figures.
It has a slight feel of the pre surrealist work of the
'metaphysical' painter De Chrico. ln the faces and
poses of the characters there appears to be an

unsettling wit, lt still leaves me a liftle confused; I

think this may well be a good thing,
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The mood in Peter Lewis' 'The enigma of experi-

ence' is of a similar type. The awkward spatial

and figural intenelation of the characters seems to

attest to some kind of social unease. The figures

seem less like individuals and more like types,

which leads me to read this unease in metaphysi-

cal terms, as something rumbling underneath so-

ciety as a whole rather merely the table of a spe-

cific group.

Angel Shipe's work 'Matchsticks' appear to touch

on similar[ grand themes. A grid of fifteen by

seven neatly ordered resin bed like forms sit on

top of a plinth. On each 'bed' match sticks are

arranged as if humans. This feeling is backed up

by the labelling of each match along one edge

with a name. Some beds have one match others

up to six. I could have miscounted; maybe seven

are cuddled up on one.

We are led towards the presumption that the work

deals with some form of social or political com-

mentary. ls it about how we go about ordering and

structuring our society? ls it some kind of visuali-

sation of a particularly interesting or relevant

piece of statistical information? The carefulness of
presentation, from the production of the parts to

the neat ordering of the whole suggests a certain

rigour and seriousness. Our gut instinct is to de-

sire a comprehensive explanation. Where is the

eloquent accompanying text that we are so regu-

larly spoilt with at exhibitions, museums and gal-

leries?

The word spoil seems appropriate, for its absence

is a blessing. ln truth I could not care what the

artist or some other important voice thinks the

work is about. What interests me is what the work

articulates. What interests me more is our inability

to grasp onto a tangible and clear set of ideas.

For the work seems to more evoke an area of
potential discussion than to offer up a didactic

monologue. This leaves us feeling uneasy, want-

ing that bit more information and understanding.

Perhaps this tension speaks of the emptiness of
the statistical forms of analysis and social com-

mentary from which this work potential critically

emerges. Our not knowing is its strength?

There is a different not knowing in 'Bill Jackson's
'The Night House'. lt is a photograph of a build,

possibly domestic, taken late at night, The scene
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if made visible by a deep glow which seeps out
wards from behind the building, The seemingly
artificial light source indicates some kind of un-
seen activity and presence. We want to discover
the cause of this mysterious glow. lnevitably, and

unsurprisingly, the flatness and lack of real space
in a photograph negates this desire,
Architectural settings are created by humans
normally for some functional activity which re-
quires our presence. We are left feeling tense by

the existence of a stage set minus the actors. The
feeling is heightened through the deep contrast of
tone and interesting angle and framing of the
composition. lt is a powerful image which has a
similar mood to Michael Raedecker's most iconic
works. lt plays on the ability of the photograph to
take a single moment from one angle. Rather than
reveal a narrative over time it keeps us locked in a
permanent mystery. Always glowing and never
knowing.

There is no glow in Clive Sheridan's 'That Such
Ceremonies.' lt is one of three works displayed
which frame and reconfigure excerpts from books.
The work in question takes an old battered copy
of the bible as its starting point. ln iconographic

terms not many objects come pre loaded with
such my history, meaning and symbolic signifi-
cance. Sheridan's work appears to be concerned
with the intenuption and emptying of such a ves-
sel. The pages shown display a mass of text re-

moval, leaving selected fragments, such as'That
such ceremonies'.

The fact the work leaves visible the original incar-
nation of the work leads us to presume it is a cri-

tique of religion. I don't think Sheridan's agenda is

so explicit. I think his concern is more directly with

language and with how it holds and articulates

meaning. Words take on meaning through their

existence in a linguistic and coded structure, From

the formation of each word, to each sentence,

onto each paragraph and beyond the context for
our reading is defined. When we break this, when

we intenupt the predefined ordering then a new

reading emerges. ln his reconfigurations Sheridan

eloquently reveals this.

The potential relevance of religion seems two fold.

Firstly the power of Sheridan's statement is in-

creased when the original source has such iconic

status; for the shift is over a greater theoretical



geographic distance. Beyond this perhaps Sheri-

dan's critique is not just on language, Perhaps it is

a commentary on our human need to create

coded systems and contexts in which we are able

are able to understand existence. Language is one,

religion another. The commentary need not be

an attack, merely an observation. My analysis

could be confused, but it is a reading conholled

by the discussion between the iconography and

the artists act. Such waffled births are always
possible when dealing with an original source

as pregnant with meaning as the Bible.

The physical organisation of the show and the

ordering of this article cross paths here, For in

both cases Sheridan's work sits next to Peter

McCarthy's 'Disquieting times in the life room'.

The work is a powerful mixed media drawing.

An architectural space is created through a geo-

metric linear anangement reminiscent of the un-

derlying structure of a late Renaissance multi fig-

ured interior. The perspectival view of the skele-

ton is not fleshed out, but left bare and fragile.

The stage set is not populated with characters but

left hauntingly empty. Uncluttered it has a gravity

which pulls us in and allows us to hypothetically

occupy it.

The work is proof that space is not merely a mi-

metic tool. lt is a more complex referent. Beyond

three dimensions it has a psychological one. Such

signification in space is present in a range of con-

temporary painting and has a rich history with art-

ist like Francis Bacon making it a central tenant of

their work. The piece seems to follow from and

exist in this context successfully.

The dialogue which underpins the space is one of

contradiction. lnitially it seems architecturally

solid. The linear design is clear and sharp. Yet the

grid has only a fragib skin. The lights and darks

flicker within and through the lines, often breaking

or dissolving their presence. We are convinced

enough by the illusion to enter the space but then

it seems to fall apart beneath us. The fact this

process is not a physical one means the instability

is more encouraging of a psychological collapse.

At the far wall of the room is a triptych, with each

panel appearing to contain traces of life drawings.

The figures appear to have been drawn and then

erased, leaving delicate marks and lines which
are more suggestive than descriptive. This inter-
play between absence and presence has a similar
tone to the shuctural conversation enlisted above.
ln musical terms this is the melody and the space

the rhythm. Elaborating this analogy it is the
rhythm which draws us in, which we initially en-
gage with, but the melody which we follow and

which stays with us. This is certainly true of the

figures. Even once I leave the room I am still try-
ing to piece back together the lost lines, trying to
rediscover form and existence. The frustrating
permanence of the emptiness hums with melan-
choly. Out of all the works I have bastardised by
placing under the title 'unease' this is the one
which seems to have a lasting and quiet hagedy.
It moved me.

Daphne Aaron's work is also a grid. ln this case
the gird is titled back to the picture plane, pre-

sented vertically, echoing the frame, lt is another
work which is almost hidden in the physical or-
ganisation of the exhibition. ln this new written
display it is to be presented as a key work, one
which we see on our way out and talks to us

about the show as a whole.

The work presents a large array of childlike felt tip
daubings. These have been seemingly created en

mass with a wilful release to the subconscious.

The freedom of this approach allows numerous

interesting and chaotic images to emerge from a
flurrying rainbow. This process is followed by a
more objective and considered one. Areas of in-

terested are selected out and cut up, then reor-

dered into the previously described grid. Between

the strict lines of the grid and the interior chaos

lies the work interest.

On a literal level this is a work about the creative
process, about our need to select and order to
find interest outcomes. On a broader level it talks

about this whole show and about issues beyond

that. lt talks about this human need to order, to
house items within clearly defined systems in or-

der for the chaos to make sense. The fact these

systems are artificial and limiting is a necessary

sacrifice. For whilst they are a lie they provide us

with some kind of understanding and a chance to
stop everything passing into nothingness.

Tom de Freston
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Titian's Tarquin & Lucretia c.1570

Sleepy calm in the FiEwilliam Museum

A brutal rape which never ends, lt's not the kind

of interruption you expect in the sleepy calm of
the Fitz. That's what you get when you're arrested

by Titian's'Tarquin and Lucretia'c1570. The work

is a high point in great painter's pursuit of a spe-
cifically painterly tragic drama.

ls there a moral complexity in the depiction of a

rape and the production of a painting for a patron

(Prince Phillip ll of Spain) who was said to 'enjoy'

the erotic seduction of Titian's nudes? No. The

flesh here is seductive, the properties of paint

harnessed and celebrated to evoke a tangible
sense of flesh. Yet it would be myopic to end in-

terpretation there. The seductiveness gives us a

visceral understanding of the cause of Tarquin's

sadistic desire. Every aspect of the painting ex-
presses the abhorrent nature of the act. lt is an

image which disturbs, not titillates.

Lucretia's hand vainly attempts to fend off Tar-
quins violent sexual approach. lt does not sit com-

fortably in space. lt is neither on his chest nor ex-
plicably off it. lt hovers in a void, a moment in flux.

The hand seems constantly in the process of be-

ing about to touch. lts awkward spatial coordi-

nates make us desire adjustment, the easiest of
which is to place it more directly onto his chest.

The mental adjustment is then corrected by the

visual truth of its non-touch, As such an optical
pulse is created; the hand seems to be oscillating

between being on his chest and just off his chest.
Whilst still it is as if her desperate and futile at-

tempt to hold him off is tragically looped.

The same is true of his right leg. lt is pushed be-
tween her legs, forcing them open. Yet the forma-
tion of the hips is incorrect, they are twisted to far
around. Again we correct them, pulling the hips

back around and the leg a small amount out. This
time it is the knee which seems to repeat its vio-
lent push between her legs.

The power of such drama is supported by the
emotive colouring of his stockings and loins; deep
crimson and violent red, sexual energy and rage.

A formal symbolism supported by the violent
proto-Pollockesque splattering which cover his top.

These confirm the inner beast which the madness
in his eyes more literally illustrates.

The last dramatic repetition is from the knife,
drawn with two economical dashes of paint which
only just hold onto their mimetic intension. lt's as if
its flashing in and out of representation. The op-
tics of the medium seems to create a kind of re-
peat threat which has a similar feeling to the
flashes of the stabbing action in Hitchcock's Psy-
cho.

Tension is created by the challenge to the still-
ness of the painted moment, lt feels like the still-
ness is constantly being pressured, the moment
constantly in the process of being about to hap-
pen. lt seems like a moment held in flux, flicker-
ing, pulsing, breathing and waiting for the scream.

Tom de Freston
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Warwickshire Arts Week 2008 saw the latest pro-
ject by Warwickshire-based art group 'The Edge'.

The Edge consists of six graduates from UCE
(now Birmingham City University), Dorothy Biddle,

Sally Carpenter, Rosemary Keep, Grace Newman

Mary Partridge, and Angel Stripe (Angie Stride).

The group, all with very different approaches to
their practice, come together to co-curate exhibi-
tions of their work. 'Plot On', was a very exciting
project for The Edge. They decided to venture

outside the comforts and customs of the tradi-

tional exhibiting space and display outside, in

Whitnash Allotments. The work was shown on

one large section of the allotments, and spit into

six equal strips.

On the furthest plot sits Sally Carpenter's Subur-
ban Scene lt comments on that truly middle-class

obsession - gardening. She says, "We who in-

habit the suburbs are in a constant battle with na-

ture to keep up the fagade of a neat and orderly
existence. Plants have a capacity for growth and

regeneration that defeats all but the most vigilant

of gardeners armed with their hoes and chemi-

cals". This witty, self-mocking tone is reflected is

the work itself, which consists of a number of sim-
plified

house shapes, covered in colourful, kitsch, flower
print fabric. Each house comes complete with its
own address, displayed on a stick coming out of
the ground (rather like the plant labels found in

the gardens of dutifully organised homes). 12

Willowherb Way, 4 Convolvulus Court, and 8

Ragwort Drive, etc. are all named after the weeds

found to be growing on the very piece of land

where the houses sit. Carpenter has placed the

houses so that they appear to be comfortably

resting on top of the weeds, giving new meaning

to the phrase 'keeping on top of the garden'.

Field of Dreams by Grace Newman may at first

seem quite playful and humorous, with rows of
latex kidneys on sticks, pill packets, and

brightly coloured tubing. But after reading her
personal statement, it becomes clear that the
work is very serious. Like most of Newman's
work, it deals with disease, medicine, and

medical apparatus, This particular piece refers
to kidney transplants, or the lack of them. Hav-
ing had a kidney transplant herself, this is a

very personal subject to Newman, But New-
man takes a step back, making the theme a
universal one; there is kidney after kidney, re-

flecting rows of harvested plants or even mass
graves. The artist statement too takes on a less
personal tone, with statistics regarding kidney
transplants (e.9. "At the end of March 2008,

7,655 patients were listed as actively waiting for
a transplant [in the UKl"). Field of dream refers
to stem cell research, and the distant hope that
maybe someday kidneys could essentially
"grow on trees".

Mary Partridge is the only artist to actually
'grow' anything on her plot, ln fact, growth is

the main theme of her piece, the title being
Personal Groutth She has emphasised the re-
productive element of plants by making giant

fluffy sculptures of their 'sexual bits'. Unlike
humans, plants reproduce to a timescale,
meaning (also unlike humans) plants can be
predicted and controlled to a certain degree.
Maybe it is this control that we find so attrac-
tive? Partridge says, 'you usually don't have to
wait twenty years to see what the adult plant

will look like'. To emphasise this point she has
used annual plants, the idea being that you can
observe a plant's entire life in just one year,

from seed to flower, and then back to seed.
She seems to putting into question this preoc-

cupation humans have with plants. Why do

they so appeal to us?

Mixed in with the planted flowers and sculp-
tures of stamens and pistils are ceramic heads.
Using the Beckettian notion of disembodied
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heads sitting in pots, Partridge has created
'witnesses' to the growth. They represent us,

the observer. But the pots create an obvious

impediment, Are the heads in plant pots to al-

low them to grow? Or maybe they represent

our desire to stay 'grounded'? Or perhaps it's
just Partridge's quirky sense of humour that

comes across in so much of her work.

Dorothy Biddle's work sits towards the middle of

the plot. The piece has two aspects, Feed the

World, and Make Your Bed The plot consists of

three 'beds' sat at equal distance apart, made

from bright green and blue plastic strips. ln be-

tween the beds are two vertical trellis-like struc-

tures made from bamboo and netting with knitted

leaves and various found objects appearing to

climb up the netting. The title Make Your Bed is

clearly a play on words, with 'bed' relating to both

the bed that you sleep in, and a flowerbed.

Biddle's 'beds' do indeed resemble flower beds,

with the plastic strips arranged in the shape of

bulbs. ln her rather vague artist statement, Biddle

talks about selective breeding in plants, and na-

ture adapting to suit the needs of humans. She

seems to be commenting on nature becoming

artificial through selective breeding, and of

course, allotments are a small-scale example of
this. So making her beds out of plastic, in neatly

arranged rows, is certainly commenting on man's

influence on nature. The work is very aestheti-

cally pleasing, perhaps more so than the neatly

ordered vegetables growing just behind it; the

bright greens and blues make the real plants look

dull in comparison. The use of the Fibonacci se-

ries (by way of actual digits included in the piece,

and presumably the number and measurements

of the beds and trellises themselves) could be to

emphasise man's connection with nature, by way

of trying and failing to explain it. Biddle's work

puts into question the notion of order, reminding

us that order is not a man-made device, but one

that exists naturally.

lJnnamed is the title of the piece by Angel

Stripe. Her section of the allotment is filled with

various coloured paper poppies. This simple

gesture becomes very poignant when looked at

in relation to the artist statement. Each poppy,

we learn, commemorates what Stripe calls a
'fallen'artist:

Artists who have striven all their lives
without public or critical acclaim. Artists
who trained, but were then forced to
take other work to make a living. Artists

who were shamed into thinking they
were not creatively gifted. Artists who

work secretly and lack the self-belief

and confidence to show others. Artists
who have buried dreams in sacrifice to
others'dreams.

This is a commemoration we can relate to. She
is making artwork for a specific audience, and it
is exactly the audience that is likely to view a
show of this nature. As well as the obvious
existing use of poppies as commemoration,
there are further reasons why she has chosen
this flower. She writes, "Poppy seeds can lie
dormant for hundreds of years, germinating at

last when the soil is disturbed. The poppies in
this way too are an apt metaphor for the crea-
tive spirit, for buried potential". Similarly, the
tille Unnamed is a pertinent reminder of what

could have been.

Rosemary Keep. Misslng Rows.

On the end plot, nearest the road, is Rosemary

Keep's Mrssrng Rorvs Unlike the other artists,

Keep has completely covered her section of
allotment, leaving absolutely no plant-life show-

ing. Perhaps ironically, what Keep has covered

the allotment with is a representation of an al-

lotment itself. Using horticultural fleece and

spray paint, she has created the shapes of
vegetables, arranged in rows. Each row carries

a label, 'carrots', 'leeks' etc. The viewers are
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left to their own devises to work out what is go-

ing on here. All Keep gives us is a series of
questions; perhaps they have been stolen? Or
irradiated? Or perhaps they are merely in the
imagination of their grower?

So, despite the different approaches, The Edge

has produced artworks that compliment and en-
hance each other, with similar themes running

throughout. Being on an allotment, it seems fitting

that P/of On should generate questions of growth,

the human want to control and order, and the lives

of the suburban middle-class. And indeed, the
next instalment by The Edge will be eagerly an-
ticipated,

Annie Carpenter

re

@
Bill Jackson The Night House 2008 Archive photograph 94 x 83 cm

Photograph by Ray Spence
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FLOATING SIGNIFIERS
Recent work of Tom de Freston,exhibited at Stratford Gallery in May and June 2008

ls the borderline between abstract and figurative

in the artist's intention, the viewer's perception, or
objective features of the finished work?

The question was raised by a generous selection

of Tom de Freston's 2D work from the last nine

months exhibited in May and June at Stratford

Gallery. Tom has recently moved into figuration

from abstract painting, but the signs of his con-
cerns as an abstract artist survive and in many
ways give a special power to his representations.

As in abstracts, the work shows a special and

central attention to the nature and effect of the

surface of the paper or canvas, not only in the

colours (largely un-pretty blood, earth and storm-

or night-black skies) but also in the texture and

mark-making. The exhibition described his pieces

as 'mixed media', but that applies less to the paint

- almost always acrylic - as to what lies under

and over it. The paper may be crumpled before-
hand; it may be newsprint or pages of an atlas;

the large canvases may be a grid, stained or
roughly plastered with paint, and the finished
paintings varnished in striking ways, for example

some partly or wholly coated in diamond-hard
glittering yacht varnish.

Figures are identifiable in his images, but it is

never clear who or where they are or what they

are doing. The score or so of big paintings, inter-

spersed by smaller framed preliminary sketches

and free-standing sequences, were in roughly

chronological sequence. Some of the earlier ones

are recognisably from other painters who have

influenced him, like Titian's Danae, and there is a
powerful skull-headed Drummer Boy from

Daumier with a fiercely distressed background so

strongly suggestive of a battlefield aftermath that

the just-discernible dancers on it are specially

macabre. More recent figures have broken loose

from classical references and spring from ephemeral

and popular images, as in news photos of sports
players. These images take their power from their

uncertainty but avoid mere vagueness. Many, all

faceless, seem to be falling, jumping or floating

for reasons which are unclear but obviously urgent
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and not recreational. There are unsettling group-
ings and juxtapositions as in the 'The Lady and
Him' paintings. Like some universal portmanteau

symbols or archetypes, they disturb your uncon-
scious with unspecific but portentousness mean-
ings: they are signifiers with multiple or in-

decipherable signifies.

Tom says some of these recurrent images
emerge inexplicably as he works, inviting ration-
alisation only after they have insisted on their
presence, such as the horse which features in
one group of paintings and drawings. He quotes

Gerhard Richter to the effect that the deed comes
before the idea.

As Artist in Residence during his Stratford exhibi-
tion, Tom worked on images of fallen, rather than
falling, figures (to see how he obtained his initial
images read the blog he shares on
www,whalecrow.co.uk), but the most recent fin-
ished works in the exhibition were of 'floaters'.
'Floater of Lethe' (illustrated) is quite literally a
floating signifier. The figure seems to move from

one element into another (a recurrent feature of
his work, including the horse pictures). This one
moves against the direction of the eye's scan,
from the right hand side's delicately pale stained
grid of what could be pool tiles, to a darker, more
chaotic left.

A grid often partially underlies his images (hence

the use of map papers?) and, its contrast with the
fluidity of the loosely painted figures strengthens a

sense of their escape or entrapment. ln the case
of 'Floater of Lethe' perhaps one should say the
escape is only partial and the left hand side looks

viscous and seems to embed the figure. One
outstretched arm has a suggestion of wing feather
trailing from it (elsewhere he has a wingless fal-
ling lcarus). Although in some of the associated
sketches the figure is floating above its own

shadow on what looks like the bottom of a pool, in

the big picture, if you imagine the canvas rotated,

there are possibilities that the figure is really fal-



ling, reclining, or rising up.

With its ambiguities and hints of myth, and its in-

sistence on its abstract design and engaging tex-

tures, this picture, used on the exhibition's promo-

tional postcard, is an epitome of Tom de Preston's

engaging and disturbing work.

Andrew Sfibbs.

Tom de Freston blue Lady and Him 2008 Acrylic on canvas 76 x 102 cm

Him who Wanted To Fall 2008 Acrylic on canvas 76 x 102 cm

Summer of Lethe 2008 Acrylic on canvas 76 x 1 02 cm
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Francis Bacon at Tate Britain

Vomiting, screaming, sexual spasms, paralytic

disembowelment, disappearing through the anus

and exploding as if cut open from within. Wel-

come to the theatre of Francis Bacon.

Bacon stages the performances through the use

of space, creating clear geometric or circular are-

nas to house the drama. Space takes on a psy-

chological role with Bacon. lt is always instable,

full of tension and on the verge of collapse. lt
resonates with the wider condition of the central

characters.

One of Bacon's great characters is the central

figure in his 1965 'Crucifixion'. His trademark in-

tense orange pulls us in. lt becomes one of many

devises which ensure he reaches beyond illustra-

tion, tapping directly and violently into our nervous

system.

The central figure appears in each canvas,

squirming, falling and imploding. The vomit them-

selves out through a hole and are pulled in

through an internal gravity. The forces are de-

scribed by scrubbing and splattering, what

Deleuze called areas of indiscernibly.

The new decompositions of movement are a re-

sult of a fascination with the photographs of Muy-

bridge. Bacon translates his borrowings into acro-

batic figures with elastic bones. A spine becomes

a sword which opens up the form, presenting a
pole around which flesh and organs dance. The

skeletal structure is no longer a cage in which

flesh is contained, but a stage around which it

performs. The hierarchy has been inverted.

Within the figures is a play between controlled

linear design and painterly excess, an equivalent

of a slow and fast shutter speed within one frame.

Bacon described himself as a pulveriser, but

Deleuze conectly describes him as a detective.

From the mess of his butchering he searches for

a harmony. Within this dialogue a tension is found

when balance is violently excavated from a sytem

not predisposed to order.
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ln the Crucifixion the force found is that of gravity,

describing the sheer weight of flesh descending
across the verticality of the surface. ln his atheist
reworking there is no potential for transcendence
from the corporeal to the ethereal. We remain
stuck in the meatiness of the moment. Supporting
the central figure are attendants in the left and

right panel. On the left is a female figure leaving
the stage and looking back with a disturbing disin-
terest. The mechanics of the figure, the twist of
the hips in particular, are described with elegance.
The two men in the right panel look outside of the
frame, mundane spectators seemingly oblivious to

the dramatic spectacle. This support cast
heighten the sense of intense isolation in the main

character.

The work is typical of Bacon in its articulation of
hysteria, what Deleuze called 'galloping schizo-
phrenia'. lt speaks of the inherent frustration
which is at the centre of tragedy in painting.

Bacon's oeuvre should not be mistaken as a vio-
lent monologue. There exists a dichotomy in his

work which attests to a more in-depth apprecia-
tion of the human condition. For the violent melo-
drama scream of the Crucifixion triptych exists the
eloquent melancholic exhale present in a number
of his George Dyer works. These works follow the
suicide of Bacon's lover. 'Tryptch, May-June
1973' sees Dyer sat on the toilet, disturbed and

vomiting. lt is described, however, with a pathos

and serenity not often attributed to Bacon. Even

the violence of the ejaculatory white mark has a
sense of poetry.

His diversity is also present in the wit of his nu-

merous cricketer paintings. Characters such as

David Gower appear on a glowing orange ground,

naked except pads and wildly swishing at thin air.

This variety attests to a theatre verging on

Shakespearian in its depth. Bacon is not singular,

he is more than the horror of the silent scream.

Tom de Freston
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Exhibition of Phyllis Davies Paintings and Drawings at The Machado
Gal lery Barford, Warwickshi re

The Machado Gallery officially opened in April of

this year and all artists and collectors should wel-

come this fact. lt is a delightful gallery, set in plea-

sant surroundings, and gives the artist plenty of
space to display work.

Phyllis Davies has subtitled her exhibition 'from

there to here' and the main focus of the work is
Venice. We all know that Rome is the 'eternal city'

but it is clear that for artists Venice has had a

huge attraction. We remember Turner, Bonning-

ton, Whistler among other English artists who

were enraptured, not forgetting Canaletto and

Guardi, with Titian, Tintoretto, Bellini who fascinated

English collectors. Even to-day there are many
English artists whose main subject it is or has

been, such as the esteemed local artist Michael

Felmingham, not forgetting the huge literature,

both fiction and othenruise devoted to it. lt is

odd to think that Venice is the greatest conceptual

art work ever produced viz. a city of
extraordinary architecture built virtually on water.

The exhibition is of drawings, paintings and tex-

tiles and Phyllis is adamant that 'creating a work

of art is a journey of self-discovery' and that
'drawing has always been at the heart of my

work', though she is not averse to using photo-

graphs or computer generated imagery, in its de-

velopment. And, yes the drawing is excellent and

one finds that the observation of the subject

springs from it. But what has caught her eye pre-

dominately but not exclusively are the poles used

by the gondoliers to secure their gondolas. They

are presented like trees in a forest, and although

in most of the pictures the viewer can gain

glimpses of buildings or water, the main motif

is of these multifarious poles. Phyllis's has

orchestrated a hot palette of bright yellows, reds,

and intense blues with thick stickymatiere, and

the effect is electric. One's mind jumps from

vistas of Venice and its canals to the nearest of
touchable things.

So the reality of this city is brought home, for
these poles represent the verve, the life, the ex-

citement of the place. There is no need to be pe-

destrian, and expect a complete full total image
with vistas and setting suns, which has been done
thousands of times, but to abstract its essence
and see it in a forest of waving, glittering, gleam-

ing, poles, which have references to post painterly

abstraction as Davies has done.

Not that the Rialto is ignored, or San Toma, or
other magical places but always as in the textile
hanging 'Venice from the Academia' the overarch-
ing desire is to let the colour and paint do the talk-
ing. lt was Sarah Campbell of 'Collier Campbell'
who pioneered the notion of paint on fabric and

led a revolution in textile design in the 60s. She
and her sister Susan were involved in commercial
production but Phyllis Davies work is a one off
creation. lt hangs with all the potency of colour
and material, I with imagery of Venice struggling
through enchantingly. lt is as if the viewer is al-

lowed only glimpses, for what is more important is

that sense of paint on canvas.

Before you can escape to Venice for Phyllis, you

must realise you are 'here', in-front of a 'painting'

which is the extrapolation of an aftist who has

been 'there'. You must not deceive yourself and

imagine you are actually seeing the city as such,
or the water, but rather a concrete work acting as

a metaphor. This is a personal manner of paint-

ing, hot passionate stuff, where the essence of
experiences recalled, is thrown in your eyes and

scorches your mind. lt would be difficult to ignore

these paintings or even forget them, as they are

distinctive. But you must learn to love them by

looking at them. And if you can't do that you have

lost one particular vision of a city which most art-

ists seem to adore.

Dave Phillips.
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What's to be learned from a diverse multitude?
Reflections on one small sample of Warwickshire Arts Week.

The magnitude of Warwickshire Arts Week was

overwhelming. So was the efficiency with which it
was organised. About 200 artists and groups in
almost as many venues - homes, studios, restau-

rants, libraries and even shop windows (all over

Shipston) converted into display spaces. lt didn't

last long enough and it wasn't an ideal (or sunny)
'week' for it - but then any other week would have

been worse.

To get an idea of what an outsider might have

made of one small part it, I put myself in Stratford

Town centre with most of a morning to fill.

The Stratford Gallery, outside which many visitors
park and past which all anivals by coach must

walk, hosted a brilliantly conceived 'Showcase'of

single works by 34 of the 50 plus artists exhibiting

in the Stratford Area. Of the artists there whose

work I saw elsewhere, only the excellent Julie de

Bastion seemed to have contributed an untypical
piece. There were brochures and calling cards for

individuals and indications of venues (multiple, in
some cases) where more of their work could be

seen, so that I for example, resolved to go to
Wellesbourne to see Beatrice Hoffman's sculpture

and Pixie Warburton's paintings.

There were three nicely varied exhibitions of
paintings within a hundred yards of each other in

the town centre. ln the Gallery Bar of the Picture

House, Wendy Freeman had a beautifully coher-

ent show of 15 small mixed media abstracts -
abstract in the sense that, like small-scale Hodg-

kins, they distil what she has seen, but without his

initatingly whimsical and private titles. Her hand-

bill told you they were'veiled response(s) to Time

and Place'. Her Tate St lves paintings (perhaps

the best of which is in the Showcase) boldly and

surprisingly use red, blue, yellow and violet in
simple designs which are subtly textured, and

partly internally framed by rough veils of muslin

glued to the canvas. The other paintings are in
intense saturated secondary colours and some of

them hint at landscape or still life. A painting like

her'Round About'compacts a configuration of
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boldly executed and coloured brushstrokes which
has its own integrity but strains at the edges of the
canvas.

ln contrast to that uncompromising modernism,
the Woodend Art Group showed uncompromis-
ingly traditional naturalistic paintings in the room

above the Library - flowers, landscapes, animals
and the mandatory Venetian frontage. But they
could not be dismissed as of no interest to

Artspace's avantgarde readers. The virtuosity of
Christine Neale's watercolour waterscapes and

the fastidiousness, attention to detail and refined
taste which have gone into Monica Simkins' beau-
tiful, balanced, and perfectly framed blossom pic-

tures are both enviable and admirable. As is the

modesty which makes the Woodenders prepared

to price their labours of love so low.

The third of these Stratford Town Centre exhibi-
tions was the mixed show of Stratford Visual Arts
Forum in the Artsweek Cafe of the Civic Hall. Any
cynical expectation that an open mixed show
would be a jumble of the professional, the compe-
tent and the enthusiastically amateur were
shamed by the consistently high quality of this
show. I specially admired Julie de Bastion's subtly
or boldly coloured pastel landscapes, boldly com-
posed and variously but always perfectly framed,
Barbara Perkins' painterly landscapes on surfaces
enlivened with fabric, drips, splashes, stains, and
print, Mary Buckingham's flowers, some almost
abstract, and Carey Moon's deceptively simple
but deftly composed beachscapes and his still-life
with lobster.

They say that 2D, including easel painting, is no

longer at the cutting edge of art despite the fame

of the likes of Hodgkin, Doig and Hume. But it's
the most viewer- and buyer- friendly of the visual
arts. That impression of consistency and quality in

the VisualArts Forum exhibition was also the one
I took from the whole of this small but rich sample

of the Artsweek in the centre of this one town. A
virtue of an event like this that exhibits so many



works of art in such close proximity is that artists

of contrasting tendencies, from extremes of neo-

abstract expressionism to nostalgic photo-realism,

are exhibited in nearby venues, in the same room

as each other, or even on the same wall, As in
the mixed hangs of public galleries, when the
people look at work they like, they also have to
attend to and maybe revalue work alongside it

which may be less to their taste. And when artists

see their own work they have to attend to that of

fellow exhibitors and, salutationaly, appreciate the

skills of the previously un-likeminded.

On this evidence, when you open space to all-
comers you do not get a mish-mash of rubbish
in which it is hard to find the nuggets. Although
mixed in genre and necessarily made up only of
small- or medium-scale works, and containing its

share of pieces which could have been painted

anytime in the last five hundred years, the body of
hundreds - maybe thousands - of paintings which

enlivened both the dedicated and the improvised
galleries of Warwickshire was, on the evidence of
this sample, enlivening and provoking. Why can't
it stay up all year?

Andrew Sfibbs

Summer Show al Aft School Grace Newman LSA Webmasler and Nick Smale Nt Citc and Pet Photograph by Ray Spence
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Drawings by Elena Cecchinato, Marta Angelozzi and Maia Sambonet

'* entanglement of her words and the attention to
detail of their overall designs are what is enchant-
ing. ln fact, observing the work becomes a sort of
meditation in its own right, thereby capturing the
essential theme of the project very well.

Elena Cecchinato@

This series of pieces by Leamington artist Cec-

chinato, in collaboration with Sambonet and An-
gelozzi, explores the possibility of generating new

vocabularies for the intangible and mutal relation

to the elsewhere, through the practice of drawing.

Cecchinato's tile-carpets explore the immanent

re-ordering that exists between inner experience

and outer occurrence. Contained is a floor tile
installation composed of prayer rugs embedded
into the pavement. Their cosmographical designs

are made up of finely psycho-poetical invocations,

meandering and converging in a sketch-like fash-

ion of prayers for everyday little traumas.

Cecchinato's work is dramatic owing to the size

and style of her pieces. The installation is mainly

composed of three tile-carpets each measuring

2.2n by '1.8m and two light-boxes measuring

60cm by 40cm. On first view, the tiles appear

simple - the

black type against the clean neutrality of white

ceramic floor tiles - but on closer inspection, the
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ln a maze of lines and mindscapes, Swifch Sup-
posing invites the viewer to swing between mind-
fulness and abandonment. Cecchinato's work
offers the spectator a chance to engage with pro-

vocative text, and to disconnect via the same me-

dium - her ovenruhelming wordplay and design on

an eerily simple background. Her work is anesting
because of its ambiguous nature. Her pieces dis-
play an erratic sensibility, yet at the same time
convey a detached sense of peace. A white tile is
rarely perceived as a conduit of warmth but Cec-

'_'.'l*,



chinato manages to uplift it from its everyday exis-

tence into something to be noticed, and more im-
portantly, to be contemplated. Her work becomes

more than another fine art piece and straddles the

border between art and design.

The project also includes trghf C/usfer by Maia

Sambonet, an ensemble of light boxes that pro-

gressively reveal a drawing microcosm that are

almost miniature theatres, There is also a video

installation by Marta Angelozzi where a real 10m

panel is drawn by her projected image. An-
gleozzi's drawings are abshact and yet organic

landscapes that reflect a 'state of being' as ex-
perienced in themoment they are drawn.

Sr,vrlch Supposrng is displayed at Area 10 Project

Space, a disused saw-mill, and the drawing ex-
perience blends well in this echoing space, sug-
gesting a coherent dialogue between the works of
these three artists.
Chioma Okerek

Summer SDow at Art School Genenl View of vadous exhibib Phofu
gnph by Ray Spence
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Sumner Show al Aft School General View of various works
Photograph by Ray Spence
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Book Review
The 12 Million dollar stuffed shark

The Curious Economics of Contemporary Aft and Auction House, by Don Thompson, Auntm,2008. t14.99

This book is stacked high on the admission desks

at the Tate and many other galleries. The author

is a Professor of Business, although it is unclear

where, but he has taught at the LSE, and Harvard

Business School, among other institutions. He is

the author and co-author of nine books on markel
ing and economics. The book though is not heavy

academia, (but the references seem up to date

and significant, including topical books on the

subject, websites, relevant magazines and data-

bases).

Thompson's book is concerned with fine art and

written with a light touch and has entertainment

value. lt consists of twentyJour chapters, and 290

pages. Chapter titles include: 'The Secret World

of Auctions'; 'Art Fairs: The Final Frontier;' 'Con-

temporary Art as an lnvestment'. He states that

there are some 40,000 artists in London alone,

(population 8 million), and the same in New York

(page 64). ln the UK (population 61 million) he

asserts there are seventy-five superstars, with a
seven-figure income, and 300 mature successful

artists, who show with major galleries and earn a

six-figure income. Below these, some 5000 artists

who have some representation, most in a main-

stream gallery who supplement their incomes by

other means such as teaching, writing, or suppor-

tive partners! Given the thoroughness of the book

in other respects, it is only fair to accept these

figures at face value. Artists who do not become

successful have to grub around, or find alternative
jobs, or simply drop out, rather like actors or mu-

sicians. Thompson is of the view that for all the
publicity it receives, particularly about high prices,

the world of contemporary art is not that big, but is

a totally unforgiving wodd where mistakes can

lead to ruin. He claims "there are about 10,000

museums, art institutions and public collections

worldwide, 1500 auction houses and about 250

annual fairs and shows", adding "17000 commer-

cial galleries world-wide (70o/o in North America

and Europe)".

Whatever the size, one knows that in the next few

months in London alone, the vitality of the art
scene can be gauged by the following: Frieze Art
Fair, Regent's Park, Oct 16th -19th : Zoo Art Fair,

Royal Academy of Arts, Oct 17th - 20th: 'The

Revolution Continues' at the new Saatchi Gallery
in Chelsea, opening Oct 9th, (claims to be the

largest private gallery in the world); the Turner
Prize Short listed artists, at Tate Britain, Sept 30th

- Jan 18th,2009; Francis Bacon exhibition at Tate
Britain, Sept 1 1th - Jan 4th, 2009: Rothko show at

Tate Modern 26th Sept - 11th, Jan 2009. This is
just a sample of the activity in London alone.

Think of other big cities in this country, and then

the capitals of Europe and America, Japan, lndia,

China et al, and one gains some overall impres-
sion of the scenario, which is being dealt with in
this book.

Yet, the question remains, what makes an artist
part of the cannon which makes up art history?
This book does not answer the question because
it is not really about aesthetics. ln fact it seems to

have little theoretical underpinning with no men-

tion of Bourdieu, Barthes, Foucault, Merleau-
Ponty or Adorno, among others. There is no de-
bate about the nature of cultural capital and its
ramifications. lts focus is on art dealers, auction
houses and collectors, and how they interplay.
What appears to occur is that if an artist produces

work which is sufficiently different, shocking, or
novel, and has gone through the litany of group

show, solo show, critical approval, media atten-
tion, and have the luck to be at the right college or
place, with the right people (fellow artists or critics
or dealers), and produce the right work that
touches the zeitgeist of the moment, there is an

increased chance of becoming a branded artist.

The artist, to become a 'celebrity', like Tracy

Emin, will have passed these various gatekeepers

and have been taken up by a'branded'dealer (a

famous and successful one), and work should

have been sold in a 'branded' auction house, (So-

theby's, Christie's, Bonhams), and bought by a
'branded' collector (famous or mega-rich person
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or someone like Saatchi) or an art institution, like
the Tate,

This sequence seems to be the formula, and

Thompson in his search to understand and ex-
plain, albeit with a journalistic flair, has stumbled
on one of the tenets of Maxism - economic de-
terminism. Money, in the form of sale-prices,
talks. The figures mentioned seem breathtaking
and absurd, and at times, unreal, ls it a ploy by
the mega-rich to extend their power and influence,
through art, on the consciousness of society? The
fluctuations, seem more akin to the fashion wodd.
As'old'art, such as lmpressionism, Cubism, Sur-
realism, Abstract-Expressionism and Pop Art etc,

ceases to be available (eventually finding a home
in a variety of art institutions), the search is on for
'new' work by art dealers and collectors.

An interesting aspect of the book lies in its 'case

studies' of artists such as Warhol, Hirst, Koons,

and Emin. Here Thompson delves into the prac-

tices of dealers, collectors, auction houses and art
fairs. All sorts of interesting data emerge and you

wonder, and are left dazzled and dazed. The im-
pression formed is that Thompson finds the busi-
ness tricky and elusive, and thus 'Curious' as the
title indicates. Many artists too, are puzzled by the
current state of affairs regarding, not only the art
market, but the state of art itself. Could it all come
tumbling down and branded artists revealed as

charlatans, aided and abetted by con-men who
are the dealers and auction houses, supported by

the 'innocent' art curators who have been caught
up in this massive fraud? ls it an example of a
mini-mass hysteria? ls it all a bubble? Will the
current credit crunch deflate it? Will the art world

return to 'reality'? I doubt it, but these questions

tend to flit into the reader's mind, especially with

the present financial crisis.

One chapter in particular is topical 'Auction hous-
es versus dealers' for in mid-September 2008

Sotheby's is to auction 223 new works by Damien

Hirst. He has, it seems by-passed the dealer and

put his work up for auction with no reserve prices.

It will be a media event, but having read this book,
you will understand how clever the marketing
process will have been. Private treaties and the

like will have been put in place, and it is unlikely

any melt down will occur. (Nor did it).There is too

much at stake, and cynicism about the art market
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will be one of the legacies you will carry away with
you having read this book, if you didn't possess it

already.

The text canies the reader along with its fervour.
lf you won the lottery, you too could become part
of the scene. At the same time, you would be en-
tering a risky world, with the odds on that you
would lose money rather than make it, in spite of
all the hype. The chapter 'Pricing Contemporary
Art' gives the artist insight into pricing mecha-
nisms, the strategies employed by dealers to mar-
ket work and the chances of 'making it', From the
investors' point of view, various strictures are laid
down, and guidance given. Thompson makes it
clear that inexpensive art (produced by lesser
known names and those artists who have not
been 'branded') is not a good investment, for
eighty per cent will never regain its original price.

The conclusion is to buy art because you like it.
This testimony is the salvation of all those genu-
ine artists who do it because they love it, and the
knowledge that the general public responds to
their skill, imagination and integrity, even if they
don't want to pay much for it.

lf you ever wondered how the art market worked,
then this book is worth getting from the library, if
short of cash, otherwise it's worth a punt.

Dave Phillips
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Dedicated to the needs of Artists & Photographers

. DIGITAL CAPTURE
SCANNING AND DICITAL PHOTOCRAPHY)

Our systems are continually calibrated to aclrieve optimum results,
professional equipment in combination with skilled operation get the best from

,vour image before it is printed. As part oithis service images can be provided
for the customer on CD print ready' and as jpg format with embodied
rvatermark (if required) for internet use.

O QUALITY GICLEE PRINTS
Cicl6e prints are the favoured reproduction metlrod of many galleries and
institutions the world over.

Renowned for their quality and longevity, Epson Cicl6e prints are your passport
to reproduction success and all of our prints are supplied with certificates of
authenticity.

We only ever use genuine Epson Ultrachrome K3 inks and our Fine Art gicl6e
prints are only available on certified Epson substrates - ln combination r,vith
our attention to detail our calibrated apple macintosh systems ensure that
clients are satisfied time after time.

Why not raise your profile with .

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
Bookmarks, Banners, Leaflets, Posters, Business Cards, lnvitations,

Catalogues, Artists statements, Press releases, T-shirts Etc
You Name lt We Can Supply It.

ARTWORK & COPYWRITING SERVICES

With our easy to transport and assemble system
you'll find it a breeze to set up and sell your wares.

All panels are supplied in purpose made carry bags,
print racks and folding trolley are also available for hire
to take the strain out of your event.

PICTORAMA.CO.UK is rnanaged by ORIGINATOR LTD | 38 HOLTE ROAD ATHERSTONE WARWICKSHIRE CV9 1HN

CALL US NOW TO DISCUSS YOUR NEfDS & PRICINC:



GET ARTSPACE FREE : JOIN LEAMINGTON STUDIO ARTISTS

LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the Visual Arts in
Leamington Spa and the surrounding area. Our membership consists of both
artists and supporters of the Visual Arts. Although located in Leamington Spa
in the new Cultural Quarter, Spencer Yard LSA invites artists throughout the
Midlands and further afield to join the Association.

Gommiftee Elected Members
Chair - Gordon Fyfe: gordon.trfe@gmail.com
Deputy - Chair Gerry Smith;
Secretary - Katharine Barken
Membership secretary - Mary Partidge 01926 427452
Hon. Treasurer - David Phillips. d.phillips@abdab.com 077944467697
Go-opted Members
Corporate Membership Sec. - Jade Sinclair
Webmaster - Grace Newman grace.n@ntlworld.com
Graphics Manager - Roger Howe
Mentor for Professional Development - /ris Bertz
Official Photographer - Ray Spenc
Publicity Officer - Rosemary Keep 01789 414142
Distribution Manager - Mo Enight
Studio and Exhibitions Officers - Dave Lewis, Jan Rawnsley and Jane
Williams
Events Organiser - Nicola Richards.
Ed itor of Artspac e - J on ath a n T re adwel I. a rts p ace e d ito r@ hot m a i l. co. u k

Application form available online at

WW\A/. LSA-ART I STS . CO. U K
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LSA membership list

lndiidal members:
David Phillips
Steve Phillips
Phyllis Davies
3eoff Underuvood
'{azel Shaw
ieith Anker
rvonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
lavid Troughton
'reil Moore
-ane Moore
lominica Vaughan
3llian lMng
-rry Bergonzi
reter Woof
lavid Jones
iosy Burman
\largaret Godwin

-nda Henry
-ohn Myers
lolin Dick
:eter Scales
:ill Jackson
Uark Tilley
lavid Lewis
latherine Bates
--z Wright
-rris Couch
-m Richards
- lsephine Howerd
-:ny Prior
--iia Prior
:at Carpenter
,:nn Moore
-;mes Plaskitt MP
:.Jrard Yeomans
', :k Bond
:3t Noble
::y Spence
:,-e Wilkins
::th Bennion
:tilip Goddard
,c Finnessey
: arnela Korn
l,llald Thompson
:arah Plumb
-:n Hunt
-:ne Plumb
:-zanne Perry
:eter McCarthy
lavid Broadhead
1 gndy Freeman
:,non English
l.:e Jack
' al Mitchell
:.rcna Beard
-rristine O'Sullivan
lavid Ward
-€len Bone
lrris Browne
::efi Hutchinson
. ames Builer RA
ioger du Pille
- -dith Hickling
'.anry Upshall
J anne Greenway
',eil Phillips
llarigold Macgregor
:.'rne Cole
lavid Ellis
lavid Broadfield
taul Lockwood
rlo Enright
iodney Philcox

-ynsey Cleaver
Sarbara Shackley
I J Duppa-Miller
,'/endy Bicknell
-s Bertz
-3an-Pierre Kunzler
-rlia Hayes
llargaret Castelow
-aura Merlin

Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
Thomas Taylor
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
lsolde Newberry
Mary Buckingham
Graham Powell
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
Richard Sadler
John Gilks
Heather Gilks
Carole Cruikshank
Angela Stride
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Diana Archer
Linda Reutt
Jean Mauger
Belinda Hughes
Emma Henry
Nick Smale
Rod Dorling
Moira Lamont
Ann Brain
Ann Fonester
Michelle Bowen
Clare Mitchell
Judith Philcox
Rodney Barnes
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Roland
Bryan Sapwell
Roger Sargent
Margarita Rubra
'lrm Griffth
Jane Williams
Carol Wheeler
Lindsey Kemp
Chris Jackman
Rhoda Berlz
Norman Jones
Maxwell White
Sonya Stuart
Julanne Barry
Jill Every
Sheridan Horn
Micfielle Dearden
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell
Angus Liddell
Yvonne Moris
Angus Cockbum
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Sandra Shillingford
Paul Chisholm
Cllr Roger Copping
Denny Reader
Jane Ball
Tom Hughes
Emma Falke
Jenny Bum
Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Jessica Morgan
Micfiael Cull-Dodd
Helena Godwin
Simon Raw-Rees
Mick Kelly
Avril Moore

Jenny Edge
Thomas Yeomans
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh
Joanne De La Salle
Nicky Cure
Carol de la Pole
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
E. Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Blake
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen
Christine Nelson
Fran Booth
James Partridge
Sueli Moreton
Janson Strain
Emily Hero
Clari Searle
Tania Cunningham
Richard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Simon Mellalieu
Emma Price
Suzy Elford
Stephanie Buck
Sarah Jane Wilson
Susan Bufione
lris Timbs
Jane Bracey
Richard Storey
Tee Foley
Peter Lewis
Valerie Just
Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke
Anthony Bannister
Michael Bennett
Andrew Stibbs
Angela Webb
Louise Bagley
Ada Gaden
Stefan Kaliczak
Sheila Hosken
Jo Sutton
Nicholas Bond
Cheryl Portlock
Elizabeth Barber
Sara Bunney
Katerina Auloniti
Christopher Buckingham
KathyWilliams
David Morphew
Andrew Gibbs
Jan Bunyan
Chris Partridge
Rosemary Davies
Suminder Sahota
Jacqui Bricknell
France Brodeur
lianna Scandlan
Gordon Fyfe
Lizzie Cariss
Nicola Richards
Mair Evans
John Maxwell Steele
Trish Monis
George Taylor
Ann Gillman
Helen Bland
Linda Ridpath
David Dewis
Rachel Doughty
Julia Lanen
Lucy Jeynes
Marjorie Hurst
George Carroll
Ann Loscombe
Caroline Praft

Margaret Moore
Gerald Smith
Sue Blenkinsop
Diana DaMes
Kim Ford
Ceridwen Williams
Aileen Bennett
Kate Vamey
Brenda Boardman
Maureen Toomey
Noreen Mason
Ann Miller
Marguerite Monis
Rosemary Hague
Stephen Whitehead
Jonathan Modey
Suki Dhaliwal
Liz Kilby
Jean Pritchard
Corinna Spencer
Ruppee Mundy
Debbie Quargnolo
Beatice Hofiman
Arthur Hilyer
Simon Shaffer
Jade Sinclair
Jan Gillet
Archie Pitts
Nigel Fletcher
Maureen Grimwade
James Henly
Jeremy Foster
John Devane
Eileen de Mortimer Grifiin
Matt Jones
Julie de Bastion
Pippa Donovan
Clive Sheridan
Gordon Connell
Jonathan Treadwell
Trudie House
Roger Howe
Paul Osbome
Ann Monison
Elaine Trehame
Annabel Rainbow
Phil James
Elaine Wallace
Ruth Daly
Kathy Webster
Terry Webster
Tim Beer
Raphaella Philcox
Sharon Luke
John Keenan
Rosemary Hague
Jo Dalton
Thomas de Freston
Paul Tyler
Tatiana de Louvois
John Yeadon
Micfiael Scheuermann
Arturo Salazar
Jason E Legon
Giuseppe Pittarello
Claire King
Annabel Shirt
Tessa McKenzie
Denise Russell
Jennifer Jones
Bridget Mattingly
lan Mattingly
Sue Machado
Ann Lewis
Phil Orven
Vicki Walkden
Vivienne Robinson

Annabel Blundell
Louise Claire Bradley
Claire Bradley
Annie Carpenter

Gorporate members:
Hybrid Arts
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New Members Welcome
Exh i bition opportun ities
Networking & support
lnformation & news
Our Journal Artspace
Website promotion
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Acrylic on canvas 76 x 122cms@Jason Legon Nude at Window 2008

Maureen Grimwade Poppies 2008
Oil on canvas 61 x 61cm O

Neil Phillips New worlds I & ll 2008 Glass paintings
104x73cm O

Roger Howe Arboreal Carnival and Winch 2008
Giclee/Photograph 42 x 47 cm A




